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This Report is dedicated to the Dorcas Society & the West Lebanon Ladies Circle 
The Dorcas Society was organized May 9, 1837, under the name of the “Women’s 
Missionary Society of Center Lebanon, Maine.” It was reorganized May 11, 1875 as the 
“Ladies Sewing Circle.” The sewing included making garments for missionaries and for the 
soldiers of the Civil War.  The name was later changed to the “Ladies Mission Circle.” They 
raised money by entertainment and sent to missionaries in the Pacific Islands.  The Circle 
became inactive in 1919 and remained idle until 1942.  In 1942, the group was reactivated 
as the “Ladies Aid of Lebanon Congregational Church,” and then changed to “The Ladies 
Aid of the Parish of the Congregation Church.”  The name again changed to “Center 
Lebanon Women’s Group” when they became a secular organization.  In 1976, they once 
again changed their name to “The Dorcas Society of Lebanon.” 
The Dorcas Society has undergone numerous changes – name changes as well as 
organizational changes.  Dorcas has not been church-affiliated for many years; however, 
they derive their inspiration from “Dorcas” of the Bible (Acts 9:36) who was described as 
“full of good works and acts of charity.”  Thus, Dorcas Society strives to service the 
community in ways that are relevant today:  scholarship assistance for young people 
attending college, funds to Lebanon schools as needed, fuel assistance, community food 
banks –in other words, giving help wherever a need is found. 
The “Dorcs” as they call themselves informally, are an interesting group of women.  The by-
laws limit members to 18 Lebanon residents. The current members are teachers, business 
professionals, retirees, entrepreneurs and volunteers.  All enjoy doing things for others, 
working together and supporting the common goal of raising money to be given away.  Bake 
sales on voting day and the annual Ham and Bean Supper are always successful.  For the 
past several years a Labor Day Weekend Yard Sale has been a most profitable fund raiser. 
****************************************************************************** 
The Howard Female Benevolent Society of West Lebanon (The West Lebanon 
Community Ladies Circle as it is known today) was organized April 19, 1849.  The first 
officers were: Mrs. Samuel Jones, President; Mrs. Isaac Cowell, Vice President; Mrs. David 
Cowell, Treasurer; and a board of directors composed of six women.  During the following 
years the Society held meetings and worked to help the church.   
 
The exact date of the change in the name of the Society to its current name is not available, 
but there is a record of an annual meeting April 23, 1900, written by Mary Goodwin as 
secretary pro-tem. The last positive meeting date of the original organization was May 6, 
1896. 
 
The Circle holds a variety of fundraisers.  The proceeds are used for scholarships for 
Lebanon students, donations to community projects, or to organizations in town.  The 
current fundraisers include, Empty Bowls, a supper that offers soup in a handmade pottery 
bowl, with the proceeds funding various food pantries, and a Mother’s Day Tea, that serves 
delicious scones, sandwiches and desserts.  The Circle also sponsors a Christmas Tree 
Lighting ceremony the first Sunday in December at the Village green in West Lebanon, 
followed by homemade cookies and hot chocolate at the Academy.  On May day they deliver 





SELECTMEN OFFICIAL REFERENDUM BALLOT 
TOWN OF LEBANON, MAINE 
May 9, 2017 
 
 
REFERENDUM 1: Shall an ordinance entitled “Town of Lebanon, Maine Ordinance Establishing a 
Moratorium on Retail Marijuana Establishments and Retail Marijuana Social Clubs” be enacted? 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 529   NO 397 
 
REFERENDUM 2: Shall an ordinance entitled “Ordinance Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Stores” be 
enacted? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 529   NO 395 
 
REFERENDUM 3: Shall an ordinance entitled “Ordinance Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Social 
Clubs” be enacted? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 566   NO 360 
 
REFERENDUM 4: Shall an ordinance entitled “Ordinance Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Testing 
Facilities” be enacted? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 515   NO 409 
 
REFERENDUM 5: Shall an ordinance entitled “Ordinance Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Products 
Manufacturing Facilities” be enacted? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0         YES 514   NO 411 
 
REFERENDUM 6: Shall an ordinance entitled “Ordinance Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Cultivation 
Facilities” be enacted? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0         YES 510   NO 415  
 
REFERENDUM 7: Shall a revised ordinance entitled “Lot Size Ordinance 2017” be enacted? 
 






REFERENDUM 8:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,600.00 for 
the eradication of European Naiad ? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 605   NO 304 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 9:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to 
be used as a subsidy for the annual Lebanon Festival? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 668   NO 261 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 10:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,680.00 
for the fire hydrants in South Lebanon per contract? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 776   NO 155 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 11:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $451,930.00 
for the operation, upkeep and purchase of equipment and supplies for the Emergency Services 
Department?  
 
The Emergency Services Department includes the Lebanon Fire and EMS Department, The Lebanon 
Fire and EMS Stations and the Lebanon Emergency Management Agency. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 598   NO 340 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 8 No 1 Abstain    0       
 
REFERENDUM 12:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000.00 
to place in the Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing equipment for the Emergency 
Services Department?  
 
The spending of any funds from this account requires the approval of the Board of Selectmen. Capital 
Reserve Funds allow unused funds to roll from one fiscal year to the next, and may only legally be used 
for the purpose for which they have been voted. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 557   NO 365 




REFERENDUM 13:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed 
$55,000.00 per year for a four (4) year lease/purchase for one (1) Lifeline Superliner Ambulance and 
emergency equipment accessories with a total price of $299,323.00?   
(A $100,000.00 down payment approved from Emergency Services Department Capital Reserve Fund). 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 1 No 1 Abstain    0    YES 408   NO 505 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 7 No 2 Abstain    0 
 
REFERENDUM 14:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $57,262.00 
to cover the cost of Emergency Dispatching for the Emergency Services Department and for radio 
tower rental? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 702   NO 222 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0 
 
REFERENDUM 15:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $687,565.00 
for operation of the Highway Department? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0        YES 692   NO 230 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0            
 
REFERENDUM 16:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $386,106.00 
for the operation of the Lebanon Transfer Station? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 735   NO 188 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 17:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $150,000.00 
to place in a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of paving Town owned public roads?  
 
The spending of any funds from this account requires the approval of the Board of Selectmen.   
Capital Reserve Funds allow unused funds to roll from one fiscal year to the next, and may only legally 
be used for the purpose for which they have been voted. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 751   NO 175 





REFERENDUM 18:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000.00 
to place in a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of Highway Equipment? 
 
The spending of any funds from this account requires the approval of the Board of Selectmen.   
Capital Reserve Funds allow unused funds to roll from one fiscal year to the next, and may only legally 
be used for the purpose for which they have been voted. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 506   NO 406 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 7 No 2 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 19:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 
to place in a Capital Reserve Fund for necessary bridge repairs and replacements of Town owned 
bridges?  
 
The spending of any funds from the account requires the approval of the Board of Selectmen.   
Capital Reserve Funds allow unused funds to roll from one fiscal year to the next, and may only legally 
be used for the purpose for which they have been voted. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 768   NO 151 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0    
           
REFERENDUM 20:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,199.00 
to fund the No Spray contract with Central Maine Power? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 664   NO 252 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0     
 
REFERENDUM 21:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to pay the Selectmen $12.00 per hour plus 
expenses? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 0 No 0 Abstain    2    YES 626   NO 292 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 7 No 0 Abstain    2      
 
REFERENDUM 22:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to pay the Road Commissioner $32,000.00 
salary plus expenses? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 639   NO 279 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
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REFERENDUM 23:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $418,957.00 
for government expenses for the town office including elections, Assessing Agent and the Selectmen 
wages and expenses? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 569   NO 344 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 8 No 0 Abstain    1          
 
REFERENDUM 24:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $21,730.00 
for the operation of the Animal Control Officers and expenses? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 604   NO 320 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 25:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $47,628.00 
for the combined department budgets of Code Enforcement Officer/Health Officer/911 Director 
including expenses? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 608   NO 311 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0            
 
REFERENDUM 26:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 
to place in a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of contributing toward large scale repairs of 
municipal buildings or grounds totaling $10,000.00 or more?  
 
The spending of any funds from this account requires the approval of the Board of Selectmen.   
Capital Reserve Funds allow unused funds to roll from one fiscal year to the next, and may only legally 
be used for the purpose for which they have been voted. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 586   NO 329 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 27:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $48,000.00 
for legal fees? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 606   NO 305 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0           
 
REFERENDUM 28:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 
for the contingency fund? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 552   NO 360 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0           
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REFERENDUM 29:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $189,253.00 
for all insurances for the town? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 737   NO 172 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0       
    
REFERENDUM 30:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,100.00 
for General Assistance for residents in need? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 714   NO 204 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
REFERENDUM 31:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 
for the updating of tax maps? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 571   NO 333 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0 
  
REFERENDUM 32:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,764.00 
to support the following relief agencies according to the breakdown below? 
 
 York County Community Action  $ 4,005.00 
 Caring Unlimited    $ 1,809.00 
 So. Maine Agency on Aging   $ 1500.00 
 So. Maine Veterans Cemetery  $   500.00 
 York County Shelter Programs, Inc.  $ 1,500.00 
 Counseling Services, Inc.   $ 2,450.00 
 Kids Free to Grow    $    250.00 
 American Red Cross    $    250.00 
 LifeFlight     $    500.00 
       $12,764.00 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 729   NO 199 






REFERENDUM 33:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,184.00 
for the operation of the Planning Board and for dues to the Southern Maine Regional Planning and 
Development Commission? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 580   NO 332 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 8 No 0 Abstain    1            
 
REFERENDUM 34:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for 
the operation of the Conservation Commission? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 657   NO 262 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0            
 
REFERENDUM 35:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for 
the operation of the Appeals Board? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 623   NO 294 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 8 No 0 Abstain    1  
 
REFERENDUM 36:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 for 
the operation of the Budget Committee? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 619   NO 301 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 0 No 0 Abstain    9        
     
REFERENDUM 37:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,385.00 
for the operation of the Martha Sawyer Community Library? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 696   NO 234 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0            
 
REFERENDUM 38:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,318.00 
for the Lebanon Recreation Department? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 686   NO 238 




REFERENDUM 39:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1500.00 as 
a one-time donation to the Lebanon Historical Society to be used for the 250th Anniversary 
Celebration? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 673   NO 257 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 8 No 0 Abstain    1      
 
REFERENDUM 40:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 
for the Memorial Day ceremony and the decoration of Veterans graves as mandated by Maine State 
Law, 30-A 2901? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 830   NO 96 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0            
 
REFERENDUM 41:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $49,000.00 
for the restoration and maintenance of cemeteries throughout the town as mandated by Maine State 
Law, 13 MRSA 1101? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 692   NO 230 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 42:  Shall the Town of Lebanon allow the Tax Collector to accept prepayment of 
taxes prior to the tax commitment date and to charge interest on unpaid taxes at the rate of 7% per 
annum, and to set the date when taxes are committed for the fiscal year 2017-2018 (July 1, 2017 
through June 30, 2018) and payable as of October 15, 2017 and April 15, 2018? 
 
Interest will be collected after October 15, 2017 and April 15, 2018 respective to billings due dates. 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 760   NO 160 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0    
        
REFERENDUM 43:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to set an interest rate of 3% per state law as the 
rate to be paid back to taxpayers who pay amounts in excess of amounts finally assessed and authorize 
any such interest paid or abatements granted to be charged against the annual overlay, which is not to 
exceed 5% of the total assessment as per State Law (MRSA 36, Chapter 105, 1, 506-A)? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 774   NO 139 





REFERENDUM 44:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to authorize funding at last year’s (2016-2017) 
level for the General Government, Emergency Services, Codes Enforcement, Animal Control, Transfer 
Station and Highway Departments whose new appropriation is not approved by this year’s referendum 
vote, until such time that any new funding is authorized before the next tax commitment? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 504   NO 406 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 3 No 6 Abstain    0     
 
REFERENDUM 45:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to appropriate all of the monies received from 
the State for snowmobile registrations to the Lebanon Trail Riders Club for the maintenance of their 
system or network of snowmobile trails, on the condition that those trails are open in snow season to 
the public for outdoor recreation purposes at no charge, and to authorize the municipal officers to enter 
into an agreement with the Club, under such terms and conditions as the municipal officers may deem 
advisable, for that purpose? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 752   NO 170 
Budget Committee recommend: Yes 9 No 0 Abstain    0      
 
REFERENDUM 46:  Shall the Town of Lebanon vote to place any unexpended funds from the prior 
year into the unassigned restricted fund-balance? 
 
Selectmen recommend:  Yes 2 No 0 Abstain    0    YES 736   NO 188 






REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK 
 
The following are some of the items issued by the Clerk’s Office between July 1, 2017 and 
June 30, 2018: 
 
 7,151 Motor Vehicle Transactions 
 312 Boat Registrations 
 161 Snowmobile Registrations 
 317 ATV Registrations 
 822 Dog Licenses 
 372 Resident Inland Fisheries Licenses/Permissions 




The following Vital Statistics were recorded in the Town Clerk’s Office: 
 
Births: Boys - 8  Girls – 7 
Due to State Laws regarding Vital Statistic information, the Child’s Name, Date of Birth and 
Parents name are not public information. 
 
Deaths:  Thirty-five deaths were recorded in the Town of Lebanon between July 1, 2017 
and June 30, 2018. 
In Memory Of 
 
Name        Date of Death 
Avery, James T.      12/20/2017 
Badger, Jeannette D.      12/12/2017 
Baker-Faxon, Irene J.      02/28/2018 
Bissonnette, Peter Richard     09/23/2017 
Castellez, Wayne Armond     10/02/2017 
Cole, Harold Eugene II     09/13/2017 
Faxon, Russell A.      09/25/2017 
Giera, Thirza       10/15/2017 
Gilpatrick, Phyllis Mae     04/08/2018 
Godwin, John C. JR.      03/10/2018 
Gray, Everett Sidney JR.     11/01/2017 
Grenier, Phyllis B.      02/25/2018 
Hersom, David L.      04/26/2018 
Jancosko, Michael J. JR.     04/17/2018 
Johnson, David Elton      08/26/2017 
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LaPanne, Benjamin Michael     07/12/2017 
Leclair, Brian       01/13/2018 
Leone, Carroll B.      02/04/2018 
Lister, Roger       05/16/2018 
McInnis, Rose M.      08/15/2017 
Meattey, Michael Christopher    08/18/2017 
Mignosa, Alysha Marie     04/30/2018 
Page, Richard H.      08/31/2017 
Parsons, Marion T.      04/01/2018 
Perkins, Irene       12/29/2017 
Perry, Nancy J.      08/09/2017 
Rand, Myron Kenneth     07/13/2017 
Ross, Dorothy Bernice     02/23/2018 
Ross, Nelson James      02/16/2018 
Sanborn, Charles Ralph SR.     02/01/2018 
Sewell, Barbara M.      01/25/2018 
Thompson, Tammy S.     05/01/2018 
Valle, Angel A. SR.      03/02/2018 
Van Der Woude, Raymond James JR.   02/12/2018 
Zinck, Donna Lee      12/21/2017 
         
Marriages: Forty-four Marriages were recorded in the Town of Lebanon between July 1, 
2017 and June 30, 2018. 
 
Names         Date of Marriage 
Bethany Yvette Tibbetts & Thomas Scott Smith   07/01/2017 
Heidi Louise Parker & Charles Thomas Day Jr.   07/15/2017 
Paul Steven Fitton II & Brittany Elaine Hillsgrove   07/15/2017 
Trevor Fredrickson & Amy Lynn Herring    07/18/2017 
Ashley Lynn Brannan & Joshua Michael Seale   07/29/2017 
Keith Thomas Murdough & Tara Jean Brown   08/05/2017 
Maria Margaret McCabe & Brandon Edward Ross   08/13/2017 
Mandy Jean Cote & Todd A. Ouellette    08/18/2017 
Hannah Dyer Burgess & Samuel Charles Gillett   08/19/2017 
Michael Paul Carignan & Amanda Maylene Begin   09/02/2017 
Haley Paige Spiers & Connor Stephen McDougal   09/02/2017 
Joshua Nahum Balser & Jamie Theresa Bergeron   09/16/2017 
Caroline Marie Silvia & Thomas John Collins   09/16/2017 
Rebecca Christine Potter & Cody Nelson Harriman-Stearns  09/22/2017 
Lindsey Danielle Quigley & Nicholas James Barone  09/24/2017 
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Sandra Lee Williams & Frederick Allan Turner Jr.   09/28/2017 
Felicia Lynne McPhee & Gabriel Justin Lapointe   09/30/2017 
Nicole Ann Wagner & Timothy John Gliss    09/30/2017 
Heidi Rosaline Wyman & Adam Dunivan Baird   10/07/2017 
Brittany Leigh Lawson & Andrew Owen Tyler   10/07/2017 
Patrick Andrew Buonano & Charlotte Morgan Potter  10/07/2017 
Anthony Randy Clavet & Jennie Larin McComish   10/07/2017 
Alan Stanley Letourneau Jr. & Crystal Faye Goodwin  10/08/2017 
Sarah Anne Guay & Joshua Michael Roberto   10/14/2017 
Kyle Jerome Dick & Christopher Morgan Gessis   10/20/2017 
Thomas Scott Potter & April Lee Minor    10/30/2017 
Gerald L. Kibbey & Dana Lynn Yaklevich Chamberlin  10/31/2017 
Dawn Marie Schaffer & David Michael Gerrato   12/30/2017 
Glen Paul Hale & Jeannine Berthe Cochran    12/30/2017 
Charlene Louise Charpentier & Mark P. Lamprey   12/31/2017 
Alexus Paige DeSantis & Matthew Bryan Buonano   03/16/2018 
Lisa Kelly Luke & Elise Anna Laurion    03/17/2018 
Chris Joseph Fowler & Jennifer Lyn Colson    03/24/2018 
Micah William Edwards & Dayna Rae Collomy   04/14/2018 
William Lawrence Prentice Jr. & Sheri Virginia Lane  05/05/2018 
Ashley Lynn Staples & Ethan Michael Harrington   05/12/2018 
Brianna Lorraine Perreault & Patrick Stephen Holtby  05/13/2018 
Alexis Darlene Herpst & Lee Howard Tasker Jr.   05/22/2018 
Jessica Arlene Wrisley & Shane Albert Townsend   05/24/2018 
Candice Rose Long & Zachary Allen Smith    05/26/2018 
Brian Andrew Sardinha & Michelle Morgan Guy   06/09/2018 
Brian Warren Reed & Shiela Renee Ajemian   06/16/2018 
Christine Ann Magee & Stephen Lee Becker   06/16/2018 
Kayleigh Ann Bedsole & Kyle David Barnes   06/23/2018 
 





As of June 30, 2018 there were 4,610 registered voters in the Town of Lebanon. 
 Democratic: 953 
 Republican: 1226 
 Green Independent: 191 
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Elections 
11/7/2017:  State of Maine General Election & Municipal Referendum Election 
 Ballots Cast: 1053 including 178 absentee ballots 
 
06/12/2018: Annual Town Meeting, State of Maine Primary & Special Referendum Election 
 Ballots Cast: 1064 including 257 absentee ballots 
 
 Elected Selectman: Paul Philbrick 
 Elected SAD 60 School Director: Joanne Potter 
 Elected Budget Committee Member: Elaine Hartford 
 
DATES TO REMEMBER 
 
 Bi-annual Property Taxes are due 10/15/19 and 4/15/20 
 Snowmobile and ATV registrations expire June 30th  
 Boat registrations expire December 31st 
 Hunting and fishing licenses expire December 31st 
 Property is assessed each year to the owner of record as of April 1st.  Property tax bills 
are mailed to the owner in September. 
 Selectmen Meetings are held on Thursday’s at 5:15 at the Town Office 
 
The Town Office is CLOSED on the following Holidays:  New Year’s Day, Martin Luther 
King Day, Presidents Day, Patriots Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, 
Columbus Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, Day after Thanksgiving, and Christmas. 
 
Registering a Vehicle 
Please bring the following: 
Re-Registration – Your old registration, current insurance card & mileage 
New Registration (Dealer Sale) – Bill of Sale, blue title application form, window sticker (if a 
new vehicle, current insurance card & mileage 
New Registration (Private Sale) – Bill of Sale, title for vehicles 1995 and newer, current 
insurance card & mileage 
New Registration (Transfer) – Same as registrations above PLUS registration of the vehicle the 
plates are being transferred from, this registration MUST have your name on it. 
****ALL NEW REGISTRATIONS REQUIRE THAT THE OWNER BE PRESENT AT 




Registering a Snowmobile/ATV/Boat/Camper 
Please bring the following: 
Re-Registration – Old registration 
New Registration (Dealer Sale) – Invoice or Bill of Sale, ME assigned number on used 
recreational vehicles 
New Registration (Private Sale) – Bill of sale, ME assigned number and serial number.  
Horsepower and length for boats. 
New Registration (Transfers) – Same as above PLUS registration of the vehicle the plates are 




The State of Maine requires that all dogs be licensed within the Town that they are kept.  To 
obtain a license for your dog you must show a current rabies vaccination certificate and a 
certificate of spaying or neutering if it applies to your dog. 
 
The licenses are issued by the calendar year and the license fees are $11.00 for a male or female 
and $6.00 if the dog has been spayed or neutered.  A late fee of $25.00 will be assessed on 
renewal licenses after January 31st.  The new licenses from the State can be issued for the 
following year on October 15th, so register early to avoid late fees. 
 
Dog licenses can be renewed online at https://www1.maine.gov/online/dog_license/faq.html, 
once we receive notification from the State that a license has been renewed, our office will issue 
a tag and mail it to you with a copy of the license. 
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Note: * Payment made after 6/30/2018 
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR 
UNPAID 2017 REAL ESTATE TAXES 
AS OF 6/30/2018 
Name    Amount Due  Name    Amount Due 
AA2 Management LLC*  $268.53   Brown, George*   $533.20  
AA2 Management LLC   $267.84   Brown, George Trustee*  $1,722.12 
AA2 Management LLC  $267.15   Brown, Steven*   $3,855.72  
AA2 Management LLC   $281.25   Brown, Steven E.*  $1,264.92  
AA2 Management LLC  $267.23   Brown, Steven E.*  $838.20   
AA2 Management LLC  $267.46   Brown, Steven E.*  $624.84   
ABIQUIU, LLC*   $3,771.90  Brown, Steven E.*  $537.97   
Adam Blaikie & Associates, LLC $268.68   Brown, Steven E.*  $1,339.60 
Ahearn, Floyd W.*  $2057.40  Brown, Steven E.*  $1,013.46 
Ahlgren, John L. Trustee  $937.26   Brown, Steven E.*  $1,146.81  
Ahlgren, John L. Trustee LWK $777.24   Brown, Steven E.*  $871.73  
Ajemian, Sheila R.*  $563.88   Brown, Steven E.*  $701.19 
Albert, Jamie J.*   $577.36   Bruyere, Janet S.*  $357.20 
Anderson, Benjamin E.*  $628.63   Carignan, Rene*   $1,005.84 
Armell, Paul D. JR.  $1,767.84  Carter Trucking, INC  $924.46   
Arsenault, Brian P.  $3,095.24  Carter, Glenn W   $563.88   
Authier, Christopher*  $221.36   Carter, Glenn W.   $1,291.59 
Badger, Mark SR. & Kevin* $269.51   Carter, Glenn W.   $1,147.27  
Barber, Brian S.*   $277.71   Carter, Glenn W.   $2,942.84  
Barber, Lori*   $2,179.78  Castellez, Wayne A.  $264.86   
Bay State Real Estate*  $3,734.96  Cavallaro, Angelina  $1,600.20 
Investment Group, LLC     Cavanaugh, Ronald*  $638.22  
Bebris, Dorothy J., Trustee* $449.57   Chabot, George W. JR.*  $184.33  
Belanger, Roger*   $698.07   Chace, Dylan   $3,035.05  
Belanger, Roger*   $669.20   Chambers, Michael & Susan* $76.20  
Bennett, Bret P.*   $932.38   Christian, Mark F. *  $549.84   
Blaisdell, Brenda L.  $595.02   Cilley, Karen   $579.36   
Blanchard-Tyler, Sharon  $2,179.32  Clark, Cynthia A.   $1,417.32  
Bodio, Michael J.*  $1,169.08  Coffey, Christopher  $262.13  
Boduch, Scott P.*  $1,106.42  Cole, Frederick JR.  $533.40  
Bog Brook Partners, LLC* $441.96   Cole, Frederick SR.*  $1,043.94  
Bog Brook Partners, LLC* $4,466.31  Cole, Harold   $533.40   
Bog Brook Partners, LLC* $647.70   Colwell, Kevin   $829.47   
Bordakov, Dmitry Y.*  $199.05   Colwell, Kevin   $225.92   
Bouchard, Kayla*  $70.42   Colwell, Kevin   $1,140.67  
Bourque, Paul*   $18.36   Colwell, Timothy   $1,005.84  
Brady, Sean*   $533.40   Comtois, Timothy J. JR*  $3,036.27  
Bragdon, Timothy  $30.48   Cone, Conway D.  $348.29   
Brewster, Faye L., Trustee* $679.52   Cook, Roderick W.  $4,242.50  
Bridge, Barbara*   $542.85   Cote, Aaron*   $271.04   
Brooks, Joseph   $796.93   Cotton, James M.*  $1,269.07  
Brown, Anita   $533.40   Cram, Jason   $556.26  
Brown, Brian S.*   $533.40   Cram, Jon P.   $2,512.47  
Brown, Dorothy*   $2,575.56  Cram, Jon P. SR.*  $595.12   
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Note: * Payment made after 6/30/2018 
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR 
Name    Amount Due  Name    Amount Due 
Crocker, Paul   $797.97   Fortin, Donald A.*  $4,312.92 
Cunningham, Michael J.*  $899.16   Fortin’s Properties, LLC*  $1,407.95 
Curtis, Ronald W.*  $533.93   French, Gloria*   $1,070.43 
Cusano, Thomas J.*  $8,702.04  French, Warren A.  $1,146.05 
Daigle, Joseph   $1,234.44  Furbush, Rodney B., SR*  $762.00  
Daney, David J.*   $609.60   Gagnon, Matthew J. SR.  $1,116.44 
Davis, Raymond*  $303.80   Gagnon, Ronald J.  $293.49   
Davis, Sharon   $192.02   Garabedian, Denise Ann*  $270.46   
Desrochers, Linda  $2,109.72  Garcia, Jose R.*   $2,362.20  
Desrochers, Melvena*  $156.97   Garner, Vincent*   $2,300.51  
Desrosiers, Monica  $1,722.12  Gaudette, Terry*   $388.71   
Devine, Nora*   $76.20   Gerrish, Mark H.   $30.48  
Dickerson, Kenneth*  $533.29   Gilpatrick, Chris R.*  $775.71  
Dow, Gregory G.*  $2,773.68  Gilpatrick, Chris R.*  $518.16   
Dow, Gregory G.*  $152.40   Glidden, Brian D.*  $2,668.09  
Downs, Lonnie J.   $1,106.53  Glidden, Stephanie M  $960.12   
Dube, Leo, JR.   $603.35   Glidden, Thomas O. JR*  $620.59  
Dubois, Diane M.*  $261.12   Godin, Michelle A.*  $1,250.93 
Dubois, Leo*   $38.10   Godin, Rodney   $570.13   
Dugas, Terri M.*   $2,956.56  Godin, Steven G.*  $556.26   
Dugas, Terri M.*   $533.40   Goorahoo, Anil   $2,499.21  
Dugas, Terri M.*   $533.40   Gray, Sandra M.*  $1,165.86  
Dunham, Philip   $76.20   Green, Dillon   $381.00   
Earley, Peter   $609.60   Gregoire, Margaret  $914.40   
Edgerly, Scott   $1,508.76  Gregoire, Mary Ellen*  $2,013.54  
Eldredge, Mark   $1,683.24  Griffin, Gary P.   $2,362.20  
Eldredge, Mark   $533.40   Griffin, Michael E.*  $457.20   
Emmons, Claude E.*  $1,245.11  Haberek, Brian   $777.24   
Estate of Barbara Bergeron $533.40   Hackett, John T   $1,205.96 
Estes, Wayne M.*  $1,580.87  Hafenecker, Olan D  $18.29   
Evergreen Estes of Lebanon, LLC* $1,907.64  Hamme, Michael P.*  $1,253.47  
Evergreen Estes of Lebanon, LLC* $190.50   Hayden, Charles*  $533.55  
Extreme Air, INC*  $461.69   Hibbard, Tony   $190.50   
Extreme Air, INC*  $464.82   Holland, Scott A.*  $1,501.14  
Extreme Air, INC*  $6,370.32  Jacobs, Brian C.*   $1,866.60  
Extreme Air, INC*  $312.42   Jacobs, Brian C.*   $1,075.69  
Extreme Air, INC*  $480.06   Jennings, Joseph J.  $899.16   
Fader, Kevin   $381.00   JOCA-ROCA Real Estate, LLC* $20,420.99  
Fall, Katherine   $459.78   JOCA-ROCA Real Estate LLC $266.70   
Far Investing, LLC  $1,462.66  Johnson, Elizabeth M.B.  $2,057.55  
Far Investing, LLC  $267.08   Johnson, Henry P.*  $530.89   
Faucher, Doric*   $1,676.09  Johnson, Ryan J., Jessica R.* $2,789.07  
Faucher, Yvette M.*  $2,651.76  Jones, Jess E.   $2,535.95  
Feeney, Thomas*   $1,147.04  Joy, Jeffrey   $605.03   
Feeney, Thomas   $491.92   Just Chevy Trucks.Com, LLC* $3,774.95  




Note: * Payment made after 6/30/2018 
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR 
Name    Amount Due  Name    Amount Due 
Kelly, Darlene P.   $1,844.04  Naples, Matthew P.*  $2,575.56 
Kelly, Stephen   $210.31   Nevison, Ronald   $1,318.26 
Kendall, Algen P.*  $1,213.51  Nicoletta, Donald F.*  $1,392.86  
Kimball, Bruce W.*  $22.71   Nicolo, Brian J.*   $1,714.19  
Kimball, Bruce W.*  $284.99   Olean, Arnold F.*  $1,242.06  
Kimball, Harold   $307.53   Olson, Milton & Lura, Trustees* $1,693.71  
King, Faith   $600.86   O’Meara, Joshua P.*  $342.90   
King, Maris E., Trustee*  $193.55   Pankratz, Jeffrey S.*  $1,456.03  
Knowles, James S.*  $969.26   Patterson, Warren*  $480.81   
Knox, Harry D. SR*  $1,021.08  Paul, Don*   $106.68   
Knox, Richard   $76.20   Phillips, Scott M   $24.46   
Kong, Penny*   $381.00   Pichette, Donna L.*  $1,098.57 
Kopec, Harry*   $190.50   Pichette, James A.*  $571.50   
Koval, Eric A.   $609.60   Plante, Jason A.*   $253.33  
Labrecque, Dennis  $713.97   Potter, Sarah & Bennett, Lois, Trustees*$430.59 
Lafreniere, Stephen M.  $966.67   Rainboth, Mitchell J.*  $702.56  
Lajiness, Denise*   $449.58   Reale, Adam P.*   $928.21 
Lajoie, Ronald   $1,905.00  Rice, Benjamin William  $640.08   
Lapierre, Richard R., JR  $917.60   Richard, Justin*   $548.64   
Leach, John*   $1,242.06  Richard, Stephanie  $381.00   
Levesque, Samantha D.  $967.28   Richardson, Barbara A.  $990.60   
Lheureaux, Debra*  $503.60   Richardson, Edith*  $823.91   
Libby, Delmont*   $708.66   Ricker, Chester N.*  $598.11   
Libby, Robert F.   $816.86   Ricker, Joy A.*   $307.42   
Lindsey, David R.  $866.04   Ricker, Timothy J.  $2,656.33  
Lindsey, Robert J.  $533.40   Ridley, Roger T. SR.  $274.32   
Locapo, Joseph*   $247.55   Ridley, Roger T. SR.  $121.92   
Lucier, Raymond   $1,283.51  Ridley, Roger T. SR  $106.98 
Lytle, Andrew   $1,020.17  Ridley, Roger T. SR  $973.68   
MacGown, Matthew*  $835.91   Ridley, Roger T. SR  $3,128.92 
Marcou, Charlotte M.  $1,447.80  Ridley, Roger T. SR  $36.27   
Marsters, Cheryl E.  $1,463.04  Ridley, Roger T. SR  $144.48   
Martel, Lester*   $381.00   Ridley, Roger T. SR  $262.28   
Martin, David M.*  $463.33   Roberto, Lisa   $3,276.60  
McDonald, Mary Ann*  $2,484.12  Rogers, Hazen*   $1,112.52  
McGlone, John F.*  $180.98   Rogers, Hazen*   $1,112.52  
McGowen, Shawn  $914.40   Ross, Nelson*   $457.20   
McGowen, Shawn R.  $2,881.12  Ross, Susan   $76.20  
McGuire, Cheryl*  $76.20   Rouselle, Craig   $573.13 
McKibben, Glenn M. III  $2,941.62  Rouselle, Craig*   $76.20   
McNeilly, Jeremy D.  $375.24   Rozanski, Patricia E.  $1,169.30  
Meatty, Gloria   $1,165.86  Russo, Michael A.*  $1,442.23  
Meatty, Kim A.   $1,176.53  Sanborn, Roberta   $2,667.00  
MEH Holdings, LLC  $2,514.60  Sawyers, Minda*   $76.20   
Melancon, Ernest Ray  $2,215.90  Schaffer, James M.  $1,524.30  
Menard, Robert L.  $1,105.95  Schaffer, James M.  $762.00   
Meserve,Walter & Linda Trustees*$1,372.97  Sewell, Peter P.*   $1,628.57  
Mills, Edward L.   $304.80   Sewell, Peter P.*   $1,160.66  
Murdo, Dana   $1,307.13  Sewell, Peter P.*   $1,290.21 
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Note: * Payment made after 6/30/2018 
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR 
Name    Amount Due  Name    Amount Due 
Sewell, Peter P.*   $285.66   Wentworth Family LLC  $97.63 
Shane, Brian M. SR.  $1,293.62  Wentworth, Wendy*  $609.60   
Shaw, Douglas & Claire  $701.95   White, Nicholas A.*  $708.73   
Shaw, Joan*   $320.34   White, Tammy J.   $2,026.92  
Shibles, Patricia   $2,186.79  Wiggin, Gary C.   $2,270.76  
Shields, Andrew*  $1,135.38  Wiswell, Aaron   $2,788.92  
Shorey, James R.*  $1,439.34  Wiswell, Alyssa   $6,310.73  
Shorey, Robert I.   $579.12   Woods, Lawrence*  $76.20   
Shorey, Robert I*.  $2,484.12  Woodworth, Dale JR.*  $38.10   
Shorey, Robert I.   $914.40   Wormwood, Elaine*  $853.44   
Short, Frederick H. III  $1,337.10  Yahyapour, Said   $667.92  
Sinclair, James   $2,727.96  Ziadeh, Carolyn B.  $2,198.37  
Sinclair, James   $7.64   Zielfelder, Ronald J. SR.  $1,008.92  
Slauenwhite, Brenda L.*  $381.00 
Slye, Christopher*  $3,121.15 
Smith, Brian D.   $609.60 
Smith, Courtney L.  $65.53 
Smith, Michael S.  $1,772.41 
Smith, Rhonda*   $231.04 
Somerville, Thomas C. III  $1,414.27 
Spiritwind Farm, LLC as Trustee* $2,116.62 
Sprusansky, Stephen & Jennifer, Trustees*$1,688.50 
Stacewicz, Michael  $496.82 
Stacewicz, William*  $381.00 
Stacey, Deborah   $667.51 
Stewart, Rick T.*   $355.44 
Surette, Keven L.*  $708.51 
Tetreault, Shawn D.  $1,615.44 
Therrien, Wilfred J.*  $60.11 
Tice, Cristy*   $809.24 
Trainham, Lillian   $1,490.66 
Tufts, Melvin L.*   $282.173 
Tuttle, John A.   $367.73 
Tuttle, John A. JR.*  $287.31 
Uccello, Frank S.   $1,066.80 
Varina, Emily M.   $655.32 
Vaughn, William F.  $609.60 
Wagner, Irene E.   $716.28 
Wallingford, Herbert SR.*  $701.04 
Wallingford, Herbert SR*  $533.40 
WEBOSTRA, INC*  $6,324.60 
WEBOSTRA, INC*  $2,133.60 
Weiser, Jennifer O’Gorman* $541.17 
Wentworth Family LLC  $731.52 
Wentworth Family LLC  $3,398.86 
Wentworth Family LLC  $2,655.87 









July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018 
 
 
Plumbing Permits Issued: 
 
Fees Received:  $  4,244.00             Town:  $  3,183.25           State:  $  1,060.75 
 
 
Subsurface Wastewater Permits Issued: 
Fees Received:  $ 11,164.00        Town:   $  8,006.50       State:  $   2,617.50       DEP: $   540.00 
 
 
Codes at a glance for the 2017-2018 Fiscal Year 
 
Category Permits Permit Cost 
   
Single Family Dwelling 25 $16,642.72 
Condominiums   2 $  1,699.20 
Duplex   1 $  1,382.40 
Modular   5 $  2,015.20 
Mobile   6 $  1,838.72 
Garage 18 $  3,778.20 
Barn/Shed 10 $  1,201.20 
Deck/Porch   9 $     663.40 
Addition   4 $     784.00 
Remodel/Repair/Rebuild 11 $  1,216.80 
Retaining Wall   2 $        98.00 
Storage   4 $      412.40 
Commercial (Dunkin Donuts)   1 $   1,525.00 
Foundation   4 $      588.00 
Slab   1 $        96.00 
Ramp   2 $      100.00 
Pool   2 $        40.00 
Solar   3 $      160.00 
Sign   3 $        90.00 
Tree Removal   4 $      120.00 
Demo   5 $      200.00 
Bathhouse   1 $      288.00 
Yurt   1 $      181.00 
Cell Tower   1 $      130.00 
Permit Renewal   1 $        75.00 
Mass Gathering   1 $          0.00 
Misc.   1 $        40.00 
   
Total 128 $ 35,365.24 
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VIRGE ATKINS FUND 
             
The Virge Atkins Fund is an endowment fund developed 
through a bequest by Lebanon resident, Virge V. Atkins.  The 
bequest was made to Home Health Visiting Nurses which is 
now known as MaineHeath Care at Home.  The fund is to be 
used for the benefit of elderly residents of the Town of 
Lebanon, “including but not by way of limitation, the purchase 
of eyeglasses, hearing aids, dentures, and the like.”  The fund 
is administered by MaineHealth Care at Home. Applicants 
must be 65 years old or older, have a financial need at or below 
175% of Federal poverty level and be residents of Lebanon 
Maine.  Application forms can be found on the Town’s website 
www.lebanon-me.org or at the Town Office.  If you have any 
questions, please contact Lynne Davis-Gilmore at the Town 
Office 207.457.6082 ext. 110 or Ginny Dohse at MaineHealth 
Care at Home 800.660.4867. 
 
We encourage anyone that could use these services or if 
you know someone that could, please apply. 
 





The state of Maine has created a program known as General Assistance (GA) to help needy 
residents. It is run locally, by your town office/government and it is only for residents of 
that municipality. 
This is for short term needs when the resident has either a shortfall in income or excessive 
expenses. GA will not cover long term needs. The General Assistance fund is a program 
that is run by every town throughout Maine to help people who live in that town who don't 
have enough money for a short period of time to pay their necessary living expenses. 
You need to apply at your local town office. The applicant needs to be a resident of that 
area. Anyone can go to the town office in which they live and ask for and fill out an 
application. The application process will require that the individual provide extensive 
information. For example, you will be asked to write down your total household income, 
provide a list of all your expenses, such as rent, heating fuel, electricity, food and other 
things you must pay for, and also tell what cash you have on hand. You will also be asked if 
you have any bank accounts, cash, cars, or other things or assets of value. You will be asked 
for receipts, bank statements, pay stubs etc. 
All assistance is granted in voucher form and no cash assistance is granted. Prior 
to making an appointment, an individual should pursue other sources or assistance because 
General Assistance is intended to be a program of last resort.   
Applications can be found on the Town website at www.lebanon-me.org or at the Town 
Office.  The General Assistance Office is available for appointments on Mondays from 
8:00am through 12:00pm. Once you have completed your application contact Lynne Davis-
Gilmore, the General Assistance Administer at 207.457.6082 ext. 110 for an appointment or 
if you have any questions.    
 
General Assistance Expenses for Fiscal Year 2018: 
 Housing   $ 1,517.00 
 Heating  $ 1,245.97 
 Electricity  $      95.64 
 Food   $      67.60 
 Prescription’s  $      19.99 
 Hotel Room   $    136.11 





JULY 2017 TO JUNE 2018 
 
July/2017: 
Planning Board Members:  Paul Philbrick-Chairman, David Harriman- Vice-Chairman, Sarah O’Brien, Amy 
James    Clerk- Jenn Griffin 
July 10th: Eastwood Condominiums revised plan and application was presented to the Board – project has been sent 
to Southern Maine Planning and Development Commission for review – comment. Proposal for Woodland Estates 
Subdivision plan be revised - a Public Hearing was scheduled for Monday, August 7th at 7:30 pm. The proposal to 
subdivide a piece of property for family was brought before the board. Motion to require that a vote of 3 to approve 
any matter. If only 3 members are present at the meeting, then all three members must agree in order for a motion to 
pass. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman seats were voted upon. A workshop for Monday, July 31st at 6:00 pm was 
scheduled to review the updated checklist for reviewing subdivisions  
July 31st: Workshop to review and update the checklist for reviewing subdivisions 
 
August/2017 to September/2017: 
Planning Board Members:  Paul Philbrick- Chairman, David Harriman- Vice-Chairman, Sarah O’Brien, Amy 
James, Andy LePage    Clerk- Jenn Griffin 
August 7th: The board continued in the review of the Eastwood Condominiums project. Proposed change/addition to 
the Woodland Estates Subdivision on previously approved and recorded plan. Proposed family subdivision/ROW, 
Comprehensive Plan update, vote on the Subdivision Approval Checklist 
August 28th: Updated plans/information for Eastwood Condominiums was submitted to the board. The board voted 
to accept the plan with conditions. An application was presented to the board for a minor subdivision. 
September 15th: Workshop to discuss the site review for a proposed minor subdivision. 
 
October/2017 to December/2017:  
Planning Board Members: Paul Philbrick-Chairman, David Harriman- Vice-Chairman, Sarah O’Brien, Amy 
James, Andy LePage, Paul Peace, Dan Boivin    Clerk – Jenn Griffin 
October 2nd: Introduced new members, the board decided that a minor subdivision previously brought to the board 
was not a subdivision, but it is a division for family. Selectboard Chairman Harlow presented information on the 
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance. The board will need to review the Ordinance and have possible revisions ready to 
present to the voters for the June/2018 vote. 
October 24th: A State representative from the Department of Environmental Protection, presented a workshop on 
the various aspects of the Shoreland Zoning process, procedures. 
November 6th: Two Shoreland Zoning applications were brought before the board, site reviews were scheduled for 
Saturday, November 11th for the Shoreland Zoning applications. A traffic movement permit was requested for Route 
202. There was a Comprehensive Plan update. 
November 11th: Site reviews for SHORELAND ZONING took place  
November 17th: Site review discussion of SHORELAND ZONING site reviews performed on November 11th. 
December 4th: Continued discussion SHORELAND ZONING best practical location application, new 
SHORELAND ZONING expansion application 
 
January/2018 to June/2018 
Planning Board Members: Paul Philbrick- Chairman, David Harriman- Vice-Chairman, Sarah O’Brien, Amy 
James, Andy LePage, Paul Peace and Dan Boivin    Clerk- Jenn Griffin 
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January 8th: Continued with SHORELAND ZONING expansion application, SHORELAND ZONING expansion 
application, Eastwood Condominiums FACTS OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, SHORELAND 
ZONING best possible location FACTS OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW. 
February 5th: Chairman Harlow presented a revised copy of the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance for the board to 
review and offer suggestions. SHORELAND ZONING expansion approval rescinded, sent to Code Enforcement 
Officer. Discussion took place in regard to the creation of Planning Board Rules of Conduct. 
March 5th: Shoreland Zoning Ordinance was reviewed by Selectboard Chairman Harlow and the planning board, 
The SHORELAND ZONING permit process was discussed. A public hearing for the proposed SHORELAND 
ZONING Ordinance changes was scheduled for April 2, 2018. The board reviewed the draft copy of the Planning 
Board Rules of Conduct. 
April 2nd: SHORELAND ZONING Ordinance Public Hearing took place. Resident submitted a revised 
SHORELAND ZONING application for expansion. Site review scheduled for April 9th. The board reviewed the 
updated draft of the Planning Board Rules of Conduct. Changes were made and will be reviewed at the next 
meeting.  
April 9th: The board and the Code Enforcement Officer participated in a SHORELAND ZONING Site Review in 
regard to a revised application. A workshop was held afterwards. 
April 30th: The resident who submitted the revised SHORELAND ZONING application made the decision to 
withdraw the application. The Planning Board Rules of Conduct were discussed and changes will be reviewed at the 
next meeting. Resident came before the board with questions with subdividing land with family and building homes 
as well as rights of way. Another SHORELAND ZONING application for best practical location and the disturbance 
of soil was presented. 
May 7th: No meeting – held meeting on April 30th instead 
June 4th: Selectboard Chairman Harlow addressed the board proposing a Land use Ordinance. Chairman Harlow 
invited the board to review a draft of the ordinance when complete for input. FACTS OF FINDING AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW were reviewed and voted upon for two SHORELAND ZONING applications. The 
Planning Board Rules of Conduct were voted upon and approved. 
 
For additional information on what transpired at any of these meetings, please refer to the Town of 
Lebanon website – Planning Board minutes. 
 
All meetings are open to the Public, and citizen input is solicited through Public Hearings held on specific reviews.  
For Planning Board minutes, agendas, ordinances, and other relevant information, see the Planning Board pages on 
the Town website.  (Note:  The meeting minutes are also available in the Town Office lobby.)  If you are interested in 
being on the Planning Board, please contact:              Jenn Griffin – Planning Board Clerk 
 
Planningbd@LebanonMaine.org              (207) 457-6082 ext.111 
 






Planning Board Chairman 
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2018 - Conservation Commission Annual Report 
 
This year Lebanon voted to establish a Community Forest on 275 acres along 
Hebo-Hybo Road.  The Community Forest will be managed by the Commission for 
a mix of sustainable resources: wildlife habitat, forestry, water quality protection, 
and low-impact recreation.  Preliminary meetings and hikes to the property with 
interested citizens have provided an initial basis for a long-term management plan 
now being developed.  New signage, an informational kiosk, and some trail 
construction are planned for the upcoming year.  We are excited about the 
educational potential of this property and thank the voters for their support. 
 
The Commission also has provided input to the Planning Board regarding the 
development of several properties.  We participated in the annual Lebanon Day 
activities and continue to manage Gully Oven Natural Area, our town’s geological 
gem. 
 
The Conservation Commission meets  the 3rd Thursday of each month at the 
Sawyer Library at 6:30 pm and meetings are open to the public.  Commission 
members are: Don Leuchs, George Main, Sandy Hutchinson, River Bissonnette, Ed 
Cheever, Ruth Gutman, and John Bozak.   
 
Reach us at: lebanonconservationcommission@gmail.com  or visit us on Facebook 
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Steven B. Connolly 
Superintendent of Schools 
 
Susan S. Austin Denise VanCampen Susan Macri Lora Lenehan Chris Russo 
Assistant Superintendent Business Manager Special Ed. Director Asst. Special Ed. Director Technology Director 
 
February 1, 2019 
 
Dear Noble Citizens, 
 
The 2018-2019 school year is nearly at the 100 day mark.  We have high points and challenges I wish to share 
with you.  
 
We are very proud of the burgeoning development of the Multiple Pathways (MP) Program at NHS and the 
Mary Hurd Academy in North Berwick.  Also, one of Assistant Superintendent Sue Austin’s many hats is district 
homeless liaison.  In that role, she has been working with community-wide support to place homeless NGS 
students.  Many thanks to our wonderful families for opening up their homes to assist students in daunting life 
situations.  
 
Concerning Proficiency-Based Education, we are seeing a continual increases in high school grade point 
averages and SAT scores!  Noble High School is a leader in the shift from the archaic one size fits all schools 
that has American dominated education for the last century.  Our students learning is based on progress 
toward specific standards instead of comparing one student to the person in the seat next to him/her.  
 
At the elementary level, our K-3 students have shown consistently strong gains in literacy, thanks in 
large part to our work with Literacy Consultant Carrie Thurston and the ongoing professional 
development of our dedicated staff. Simultaneously, the 4-7 grades are working with district literacy 
coaches and are taking the deep dive into Lucy Calkins Writing training and embedding key 
strategies from a district text read, Core Six.  
 
Elementary math work involves the pilot of Eureka Math, a highly-regarded program out of “Engage 
New York.”  We will continue to compare results to Everyday Math.  Our state math scores have been 
inconsistent, so we continue to track that data to analyze what is working and what is not.  
 
As our communities continue to grow, we will be adding portables this summer to each of the 
elementary schools.  NBES and Hussey are in the planning phases for expanded facilities over the 
next two to three years.  Lebanon Elementary is in the planning phases for a new school to replace 
that aging structure over the next four to five years.  And Noble Middle School continues to 
experience significant renovations as it has over the past three years.  Plans for additions and a 
replacement school will be brought to a district referendum and also must pass Maine DOE approval. 
100 Noble Way, North Berwick, ME 03906 




Please consider joining us for Board-level budget discussions. The meeting agendas are posted 
regularly on the district website.  Thank you for your continued support as we strive to move from 










Abbott, Barry E. $11,101.13
Abbott, Meagan R. $24,791.78




Adams, Michael A. $41,328.10
Adhaya, Amy R. $23,525.38
Albert, Wendy L. $4,304.00




Allen, Georgianna L. $4,009.00
Allen, Kathleen A. $13,822.98
Almblad, Christine A. $61,125.76
Alward, Kimberly A. $6,910.00
Amarosa, Gabrielle M. $5,658.75
Amato, Philip J. $4,957.93
Andrews, Hubert W. $24,304.06
Appleby, Jon R. $38,146.67
Archambault, Michael B. $93,566.00
Aspinwall, Katrina S. $53,794.24
Asselta, Marley S. $37,872.00
Atherton, Adam J. $43,168.31
Austin, Susan S. $113,081.00
Bachelder, Rhonda M. $28,871.77
Bailey, Laura M. $25,865.71
Baker Roux Carol $650.00




Barker, Elizabeth D. $39,555.20
Barker, Heidi $6,515.00
Barteaux, Steven A. $50,537.34
Bass, Jennifer L. $14,221.30
Batchelder, Jennifer $1,100.00
Bates, Mary K. $56,906.22
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Beal, Rebecca W. $270.00
Beams, Jennifer M. $6,631.07
Bean, Mary H. $53,999.08
Beane, Leah W. $39,811.28
Beauvais, Audra E. $99,464.00
Beckwith, Sharon A. $54,452.73
Beeler, Paula J. $59,096.72
Beeskau, Stephanie $28,667.63
Belanger, Tamara A. $18,987.00
Bell, Gregory E. $2,111.00
Belleau, Debra L. $13,222.19
Benner, Brenda L. $29,890.20
Bennett, Kristen K. $44,796.27
Berard, Marissa J. $46,784.24
Bergeron, Katelyn M. $57,249.19
Berry, Tiffany A. $18,551.26
Bertrand, Brian $28,284.07




Blackadar, Daniel S. $27,240.17
Blanchette, Leslie F. $4,630.00
Blattner, Troy $35,496.58






Bonello, Thomas E. $8,981.56
Bonnell, Elaine M. $75.00
Borssen, Kimberly B. $1,710.00
Boston, Elizabeth J. $2,025.00
Boston, Patricia M. $526.17
Bouchard, Mishelle E. $14,797.42
Boucher, Nichole M. $28,901.84
Bourbon, Abagail L. $90.00
Bourbon, Maryellen A. $51,638.00
Bourbon, Taylor $7,530.00
Bourn, Alison $15,280.00
Bowden, Dawn M. $7,080.82
Bowden, Emma K. $1,360.00
Bowie, Heather A. $380.00
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Boyd, Amauri H. $28,733.41
Brackett, Elizabeth E. $29,418.94
Bradburn, Stacy J. $61,625.76
Braese, Mary E. $25,476.84
Bragdon, Charles M. $58,209.80
Brennan, John P. $56,710.89
Brewington, Jessica M. $20,300.93
Brewster, April L. $56,840.53
Briggs, Mary JM $21,239.00
Bronder, Peter J. $3,694.00
Brooks, Phyllis $17,669.30
Brow, Kimberly $12,411.41
Brown Jr Rodney  $30,109.10
Brown, Fern L. $75,048.00
Brown, Jason C. $5,383.00
Brown, Jennifer $9,153.54
Brown, Lauren H. $48,603.10
Brown, Michael R. $3,694.00
Bryant, Caitlynn T. $940.00
Bryant, Nicole L. $21,861.48
Burcalow, Sarah N. $53,712.94
Burke, Christine C. $22,350.18
Burnham, Pamela M. $8,703.70
Burns, Louise A. $29,397.75
Burns, Tamber L. $30,296.39
Burrowbridge, Lindsay A. $19,549.01
Burrows, Reagan M. $17,090.00
Butler, Deborah E. $63,657.75
Camacho, Mildred M. $26,481.60
Camire, Brian M. $56,840.53
Campbell, Kathleen M. $61,125.76
Campbell, Martin $34,463.57
Cann, Christine G. $32,051.40
Capelle, Kimberlee $26,582.50
Carignan, John T. $64,336.15
Carlin, Carol L. $54,134.37
Caron, Jacqueline S. $23,990.52
Caron, Rachel $3,415.00
Carroll, Brian A. $35,535.50
Carter, Janet L. $51,231.62
Casasa-Blouin, Peter $19,319.25
Cashell, Laura B. $8,629.50
Cassidy, Heather A. $56,691.74
Cates, Kristen J. $51,745.08
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Cattabriga, Tanya M. $54,996.62
Cesario, Sarah J. $54,397.20
Chadbourne, Debra B. $53,634.37
Chadbourne, Josie L. $50,260.36
Chadbourne, Sarah A. $40,376.18
Chalifour, Glenn O. $32,207.67
Chamberlin, Elaine L. $67,252.75
Chambers-Tavenner, Michele L. $1,830.00
Chaplin, Daniel J. $58,209.80
Chapman, Karina M. $51,107.93
Chapman, Madalyn R. $440.00
Chellis, Eric F. $60,919.00
Chessie, Martha K. $333.00
Chessie, Stephen J. $36,474.62
Chipman, Allison M. $44,063.27
Christiansen, Sara E. $16,611.00
Claesson, Katherine B. $7,076.46
Clark, Lori L. $23,227.92
Clement, Sandra L. $26,950.10
Clevinger, Bridget M. $13,723.25
Clock, Dale A. $33,482.54
Clough, Kevin $4,750.00
Cole, Kristen L. $5,375.98
Cole, Margaret A. $20,503.10
Combs, Bethany A. $43,633.26
Connell, Christie A. $18,457.73
Connolly, Kiara M. $80.00
Connolly, Steven B. $131,988.00
Constantine, Anne E. $9,758.28
Constantine, Timothy $32,099.67
Cooley, Rebecca S. $11,648.57
Corain, Lisa $65,400.76
Costello, Carrie $23,543.97
Costello, Laura J. $2,061.27
Couture, Andrea L. $40,893.31
Couture, Dianne $368.00
Couture, John R. $67,079.99
Couture, Shannon M. $21,380.44
Cowan, Stanley H. $480.00
Cravens, Brenda $64,300.00
Crawford, James D. $29,078.58
Creighton, Amy G. $51,367.97
Crosman, Samantha E. $8,066.77
Croston, Elizabeth M. $46,109.27
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Crovetti, Michelle L. $29,687.92
Curtis, Kristan D. $23,463.23
Curtis, Peggy L. $25,855.75
Cutler, Megan L. $41,181.28
Cutliffe, Jessica M. $43,392.93
Cyr, Karissa M. $41,966.32
Dabrieo, Kimberly S. $42,310.13
Daigle, Amanda $3,159.73
Daigle, Sarah L. $6,175.00
Dalrymple, Clifford J. $34,121.62
Daudelin, Wendi E. $185.13
Davis, Kathleen $7,007.41
Davis, Lynne R. $26,954.85
Davis, Shannon M. $29,464.76
Dawes, Nikki J. $42,673.34
Dawley, Erin C. $10,267.76
Day, Heidi L. $46,981.38
Day, Jeanna $4,376.98
Day, Nancy M. $49,029.63
De Paoli Neill $3,440.00
Dean, Rory $400.00
DeGard, Kimberly $38,141.48
Delisle, Ronnie J. $52,846.38
Delude-Ashburn, Kerry $29,153.94
Dempsey, Kelly K. $21,735.31
Denis, Kathleen R. $26,942.52
DeRochemont, Kenneth $36,021.18
Desmond, Barbra $51,769.96
Despres, Maribel S. $1,452.40
Desrochers, Linda L. $34,721.37
DeWan, Rebecca M. $50,169.66
Diaz, Diego $640.00
Diaz, Sandra J. $21,447.34
DiBernardo, Chris J. $30,351.18
Dickerson, Chad J. $41,181.28
Dickson, Erin E. $38,999.50
Dinsmore, Lisa M. $28,942.85
DiPrisco, Kimberlee T. $10,206.42
Doiron, Carol $27,057.86
Doiron, Travis $200.00
Dold, Courtney B. $51,937.34
Donnell, Rebecca G. $24,751.15
Donnell, Stephanie M. $38,441.32
Dowling, Katie D. $26,091.53
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Downs, Julie D. $31,011.17
Doyle, Margaret $555.68
Dube, Lisa M. $28,678.71
Dube, Tim R. $54,391.68
Dubois, Caroline J. $24,466.59
Dufort Jr Roland $25,057.03
Dufort, Meredith $30,347.45
Dugan, Vito A. $63,152.99
Dumais, Monica $28,109.20
Dumont, Brigette B. $43,568.05
Dumont, Rebecca F. $520.00
Duntley, Ann L. $62,899.68
Durodemi, Gwendolyn M. $50,131.82
Dyer, Julie A. $60,467.52
Early-Hersey, Heidi L. $94,624.96
Easley, Sharon $61,205.76
Eaton, Matthew J. $51,101.18
Edwards, Cassandra $43,633.80
Eldridge, Randy T. $26,543.71
Ellard, Nicholas B. $44,266.86
Ellison, Eve M. $62,899.68
Elwell, Andrew J. $44,563.27
England, Jennifer C. $73,916.79
Erickson, Elizabeth Q. $33,159.53
Fabrizio-Sibilio, Donna L. $4,721.19
Fader, Janet B. $63,577.75
Fairfull, Janet L. $4,986.82
Fallo, Dennis J. $552.00
Farley, Courtney J. $59,195.00
Farwell, Kellie L. $26,097.70
Faucher, Chantelle $29,870.30
Fenderson, Jennifer M. $26,792.59
Ferraro, Kacie N. $6,645.54
Fiel, Shilo A. $3,468.98
Findlay, Joseph S. $113,836.00
Fink, Katelyn E. $35,463.57
Fink, Kathy $2,987.00
Fink, Lauren $240.00




Flemings, Todd J. $50,810.48
Flynn, Mara K. $2,530.00
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Fogg, Milton A. $2,533.00
Foley, Molly K. $43,481.28
Folger, Tammy $102.86
Fornauf, Richard P. $58,209.80
Forni, Karen A. $34,605.60
Foster, Teresa I. $33,428.61
Foster-Neal, Laura C. $29,642.03
Fournier, Karen $12,607.42
Fowles, Jennilee $6,130.00
Fox, Meghan E. $62,859.37
Fradsham, James F. $45,785.28
Francisco, Benjamin $41,823.95
Frazier, Jaymie M. $42,462.82
Freeman, Susan $26,671.29
Fried, Claude W. $1,200.00
Frisbie, Emily $29,546.68
Froburg, Andrea L. $50,362.34
Frye, Carolyne R. $43,050.55
Fulford, William F. $61,125.76
Fuller, Amy L. $19,952.33
Fuller, Kimberly A. $19,545.79
Furbush, Mandy $45.00
Gaddis, Emily S. $27,663.51
Gagne, Brenda $84,544.63
Gagne, Monica $18,646.20
Gagnon, Julie A. $57,997.99
Galeucia, Elyse N. $46,771.38
Gamage, Jane E. $63,149.68
Gardell, Deborah S. $36,675.45
Gardner, Charlotte A. $3,299.15
Gerhart, Pauline $30,541.61
Gerrish, Karen A. $20,758.58
Gilbert, Katrina D. $26,963.04
Gildart, Laurie A. $34,678.53
Gile, Laurie A. $14,082.21
Gilley, Patti A. $97,885.00
Gilpin, Debra L. $27,803.78
Ginchereau, Karen M. $23,223.26
Gobbi, Tracy B. $54,930.04
Gold, Erica A. $45,701.38
Good, Rebecca C. $61,125.76
Goodwin, Arthur $31,915.25
Goodwin, Marion $11.12
Goodwin, Tyler J. $74,476.25
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Goody, Elizabeth $11,962.00
Gosselin, Benjamin C. $1,768.64
Gosselin, Marjorie A. $24,391.86
Gould, Jennifer L. $700.00
Goulet, D'Arcy R. $66,213.43
Grabowski, Ann J. $112.00
Grabowski, Susan E. $35,202.52
Grace, Samantha J. $45,738.27
Gray, Kevin M. $6,157.00
Gray, Lisa A. $26,110.01
Gray, Lisa M. $51,110.48
Gray, Sandra A. $27,128.34
Greene, Molly N. $34,323.01
Greenlaw, Jennifer A. $21,444.50
Griffin, Jennifer A. $3,919.00
Guerin, Larisa L. $30,263.53
Guertin, Matthew T. $22,145.46
Guilbault, Richard A. $240.00
Guptill, Wendy T. $28,471.45
Guy, Benjamin N. $38,832.62
Guy, Dorothy C. $95.04
Guzman-Rothwell, Irene $49,738.66
Haberzettl, Anita M. $31,655.13
Hafenecker, Melissa $44,133.26
Halbmaier, Jaime M. $49,798.50
Hale, Adam D. $4,750.00
Hall, Aimee R. $47,858.50
Hall, Jonathan D. $47,858.50
Hall, Robert M. $25,472.09
Hamel, Eva W. $43,397.12
Hamel, Jennifer D. $55,398.00
Hamilton, Alison $320.00
Hamilton, Donald E. $1,350.00
Hanlon, Valerie $33,925.12
Hanson, Rebecca N. $112.00
Harding, Tina L. $63,551.54
Hardingham, Kristin E. $64,532.39
Harnett, Lisa $32,614.70
Harriman Stairs R Sue  $47,998.66
Harriman, Lynnette $4,950.00
Harris, Stephanie A. $63,577.75
Hartford, Katrina L. $35,307.39
Hartigan, Susan C. $26,518.47
Hartigan, Zachary B. $1,560.00
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Hassain, Janet E. $30,312.12
Hasty, Betsey A. $450.00
Hasty, Deborah L. $46,998.66
Hatch, Kathryn E. $5,430.00
Hatch, Kayleigh A. $39,376.18
Hawks, Angelica D. $10,688.07
Hayes, Robyn $31,426.58
Heath, Michael E. $48,095.68
Hennelly, Cindy L. $31,868.40
Henry, Jeannette M. $31,888.70
Heon, Jessica L. $1,640.00
Hersom, Jeremy S. $55,882.03
Hill, Claire $7,116.80
Hill, Kenneth A. $41,511.36
Hill, Trudy A. $6,596.13
Hilligoss-Moe, Sarah J. $6,430.14
Hinson, Angelynne $2,075.00
Hird, David $140.00
Hoag, Glenn D. $8,178.79
Hobbs, Kristen A. $56,890.48
Hodgdon, Terese C. $43,072.00
Hodge, Spencer L. $39,369.57
Hofmeister, Jill A. $58,269.69
Holland, Nina F. $23,855.41
Holmstock, Carol A. $63,577.75
Hopper, Rebecca $370.00
Horne, Brian T. $27,630.00
Hough, Susan C. $67,625.76
House, Kristin $40,787.71
Howard, Jenna L. $48,302.54
Howe, Geoffrey $2,850.00
Howley, Christine $46,372.57
Hubbard, Valerie A. $32,044.96
Hughes, Lorraine L. $5,797.06
Hunter, Adina R. $51,098.38
Hutchinson, Tracy L. $10,568.73
Hutzler, Nicole M. $6,214.70
Ingalls, Russell B. $33,204.29
Jackson, Erin E. $49,862.34
Jackson, Kevin P. $47,338.28
Jacobs, Kelsea J. $5,645.38
Jacques, Michael J. $16,538.47




Jennings, Karen A. $63,825.25
Jennings, Kari E. $51,613.26
Joakim, Susan $22,938.03
Johnson, Glendon W. $120.00
Johnson, Harland M. $4,688.20
Johnson, Kathleen N. $34,033.84
Johnson, Michelle L. $9,015.38
Johnson, Paul $4,232.52
Johnson-Chamberlin, Cheryl E. $2,200.00
Jones, Adele M. $1,231.00
Jones, Cayce $7,200.00
Jones, Christopher $43,722.68
Jones, Jaime J. $26,048.82
Jones, Laura A. $1,231.00
Junkins, Melissa $23,627.11
Kapantais, Stephanie B. $46,252.54
Kearney, Alison L. $99,237.00
Keegan-Flewelling, Jennifer L. $43,942.40
Keenan, Kristalyn A. $27,554.89
Kelly, Jeanette J. $14,590.00
Keniston, Michelle J. $66,700.83
Kennedy, Mary C. $800.00
Keravich, Ann L. $30,399.68
Kezar, Deborah $30,691.56
Kingston, Patricia S. $67,082.83
Kneeland, Angela D. $49,052.59
Kneeland, Michael C. $35,507.35
Knickerbocker, Christopher $6,214.78
Knox, Danielle E. $1,105.00
Koelker, Sarah J. $30,559.04
Kosek, Shelley J. $5,999.22
Krandall, Landon $1,690.00
Kuliga, Cheryl $1,774.50
Labonte, Brandi L. $13,720.00
Laflin, Kelly A. $39,998.20
LaFond, Mark W. $46,046.27
Lafrance, Brenda B. $63,577.79
Lafrance, Heather E. $84,043.00
LaFrance, Joanna K. $360.00
LaFrance, Sophia C. $840.00
Lagerberg, Lisa A. $13,623.13
Laine, Elizabeth N. $65,648.05
Lajoie-Carlson, Shellyann A. $69,529.36
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Lambert, Jean M. $29,256.51
Lambert, Megan M. $47,322.54
Lambert, Robert $2,533.00
Landroche, Nancy $32,943.82
Landry, Dana E. $39,391.32
Lane, Ryan J. $325.36
Lange, Zachary A. $1,600.00
Langelier, Linda I. $29,464.67
Langlais, Amanda L. $40,196.37
Lanoie, Christine M. $33,401.48
Larrabee, Ellen S. $22,723.01
Larrabee, Jordan F. $21,181.98
Larson, Jennifer K. $400.00
Lauckner, Lori E. $4,961.60
Laviolette, Heather L. $41,572.02
Lawrence, Daniel R. $58,062.54
LeBlanc, Matthew P. $33,599.73
Leclair, Nancy A. $9,885.26
Leclair, Susan F. $63,577.75
Ledoux, Amanda J. $25,893.96
Lee, Carin E. $3,520.00
Legere, Angela J. $59,792.52
Legere, Kristen $40,198.95
Legere, Sandra A. $23,714.64
Legere, Tracy L. $24,284.66
Leiper, Elaine M. $14,302.94
Lenehan, Lora L. $87,855.00
Leon, Lee M. $59,990.16
LePage, Patricia K. $6,507.22
Leroux, Heather L. $710.33




Libby, Spencer L. $45,781.27
Lightfoot, Katie M. $48,903.36
Lipton, Crystal B. $25,825.61
Littlefield, Angelia L. $58,709.80
Litwinetz, Kelley A. $49,604.82
Lockhart, Shari A. $13,355.87
Logan, Amanda B. $49,253.55
Loranger, Kevin $36,201.18
Lounsbury, Timothy E. $70,105.20
Lovejoy, Elva $113,201.60
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Lowell, Matthew R. $36,268.50
Lowery, Shanon N. $28,773.53
Luders, Melinda L. $85,421.00
MacDonald, James A. $61,125.76
MacDonald, Katherine A. $659.00
MacKenzie, Kristin R. $37,071.96
MacKinnon, Emily G. $60,207.34
MacLeod, Michele A. $7,400.00
Macri, Susan S. $103,863.00
Maguire, Gwyneth E. $59,284.04
Maher, Della E. $38,487.37
Mainella, Nicholas J. $2,050.00
Malette, Amy L. $68,272.55
Mallett, Denise $220.00
Malloy, Rory O. $46,252.54
Mangan, Alexandra M. $6,507.22
Manley, Lynn E. $470.00
Mann, Amy C. $66,376.72
Manning, Rebecca E. $21,585.61
Mansfield, Melina $7,176.84
Mara, Christine B. $67,752.32
Marelli, Blair S. $92,037.00




Mason, Gwendolyn C. $26,036.39
Mathews, Nelson E. $41,466.24
Mathews, Patricia $63,425.76
Mathews, Shirley M. $29,729.58
Mayo, Cheryl A. $200.75
Mayo, Rachel L. $37,571.96
Mayotte, Jennifer L. $8,727.00
Mazzola, Laura M. $63,705.50
McCardell, Melinda A. $52,052.38
McCormack, Chad M. $8,218.94
McCormack, Melissa A. $8,668.94
McCormick, Tamara M. $65,310.76
McCrillis, Carrie L. $29,488.78
McDonald, Heather L. $38,663.67
McDonald, Lewis J. $45,254.04
McDonough, Christopher M. $23,334.32
McDonough, Faye C. $25,747.82
McFarland, Lorrie J. $42,109.28
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McFarland, Vanessa D. $19,090.56
McGarry, Jacqueline J. $22,050.84
McGown, Chelsea $5,037.76
McGrath, Tracy A. $30,844.71
McIntire, Amanda E. $46,452.54
McIntire, Pat $58,296.72
McLellan, Christine P. $75,955.24
McNeilly, Susan $32,109.60
McPherson, Joshua S. $37,789.28
McPherson, Kolina L. $31,491.43
McRae, Leila A. $40.00
Meagher, Amber L. $3,280.00
Megele, Patricia J. $36,424.25
Melanson, Richard $34,501.64
Mello, Julia $560.00
Mello, Megan E. $20,112.14
Melnik, Melissa V. $7,240.00
Mende, Catherine R. $62,692.14
Miller, Jessica L. $40,648.96
Miller, Marcia D. $31,032.32
Millett, Sarah $20,087.68
Mills, Frederick L. $57,440.00
Miniutti, Danielle M. $47,673.84
Minutelli, Diana $483.00
Mochon, Kate A. $52,485.48
Molnar, Ellen L. $18,656.53
Monagle, Julie K. $320.00
Mondoux, Bari L. $29,699.54
Monroe, Kelly S. $7,013.53
Moore, Aaron $45,576.56
Moore, Betty J. $45,073.50
Moore, Joyce $21,408.08
Moore, Kate H. $2,533.00
Moore, Kevin M. $80,694.00
Moore, Olivia $4,480.00
Moores, Debbie K. $45,002.54
Morin, Nan M. $49,079.77
Morneault, Stephanie $66,300.76
Morrison, Irene M. $10,155.54
Morrow, Aaron $34,096.07
Moskowitz, Jennie $16,723.79
Mowatt, Ashley K. $6,845.54
Moynihan, Michelle L. $49,117.97
Mumme, Mark W. $66,778.75
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Murphy, Barbara J. $50,107.20
Myers, Diane M. $62,300.76
Nadeau, Kari L. $97.30
Nason, Nancy A. $61,125.76
Nelson, Terri $38,896.67
Neubert, Nancy $510.00
Nickerson, Lisa A. $40.00
Noble, Robert B. $1,650.00
Nutter, Jaclyn S. $5,987.50
Nye, Adam $46,609.58
Nye, Samuel $11,857.18
O'Brien, Peter T. $12,745.75
Ohrnberger, Nanda  $34,678.53
Olean, Beverly W. $250.00
O'Leary, Megan $18,960.35
Ortiz, Melissa A. $65,005.66
Osborne, Jennica M. $54,142.74
Otash, Alexander W. $5,932.00
Otash, Lydia E. $26,317.95
Ott, Jeanine $31,791.94
Ouellette, Tanya F. $7,471.77
Pagliuca, Beth U. $13,952.50
Palmer, Joanne $24,325.01
Pannier, Samantha J. $3,560.00
Paradis, Erin P. $13,363.02
Parent, Pamela J. $41,044.88
Parent, Philip J. $61,961.71
Parks, James M. $6,024.66
Parmenter, Kelly L. $30,065.51
Parr, David A. $50,362.34
Parrott, Patti L. $393.13
Pass, Rossana T. $64,642.75
Patten, Jeffrey S. $62,275.76
Patten, Juliana F. $4,770.00
Pawling, Rebecca K. $35,833.13
Payne, Jonathan R. $38,375.83
Pedrick, Jade G. $49,530.65
Pelletier, Karen A. $60,334.04
Pelletier, Pascal J. $32,773.96
Pennell, Susan E. $48,945.62
Pennington, Jennifer L. $24,793.12
Periale, Andrew C. $2,500.00
Perkins, David G. $47,661.32
Perkins, Jayne M. $64,165.53
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Perkins, Lee Paula  $5,538.14
Petrillo, Christine M. $37,329.99
Pettengill, Lorraine M. $832.50
Phaneuf, Ashley $37,415.58
Phillips, Robert E. $28,468.29
Pichette, Jane M. $40.00
Pierpont, Traci C. $36,413.15
Pietruch, Justin $37,571.96
Place, John F. $42,111.12
Plaisted, Cyndle R. $4,442.00
Plaisted, Cynthia C. $24,020.00
Plante, Kaela E. $38,761.32
Plante, Tracy G. $3,694.00
Pollock, Cynthia L. $2,400.00
Pomeroy, Catherine F. $55,074.72
Pomroy, Elaine J. $30,969.73
Poole, Julie $15,267.14
Poore, Alan C. $27,466.67
Porter, Ingrid A. $63,138.26
Potter, Joanne S. $480.00
Potvin, Marilyn G. $27,592.19
Price, Dustin T. $500.00
Prince, Mallory V. $44,832.18
Pritchett, Lisa M. $31,310.38
Puffer, William L. $29,783.89
Quattrocchi, Lisa O. $26,421.88
Radke, Claire M. $20,736.80
Rand, Thomas $34,202.56
Raymond, Michelle K. $37,451.18
Rebrovich, Katie E. $560.00
Reid, Adam M. $44,905.42
Reid, Brigitte $51,869.96
Reid, Matthew $37,452.58
Reil, Michael A. $4,750.00
Reilly, Betsy-Jane $12,357.64
Reilly, Katelyn M. $50,608.26
Rhuland, Courtney A. $41,989.06
Rice, Patricia A. $14,953.29
Richard, Jason L. $52,622.73
Richards, Margaret $5,200.00
Rickard, Kristine E. $36,915.58
Rickard, Robert L. $800.00
Roaf, Mark W. $3,519.36
Roberge, Janet $63,827.72
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Robert, Roger P. $65,650.00
Roberts, Martha A. $30,428.54
Roberts, Michael F. $104,561.60
Roberts, Tracy L. $50,900.65
Roderick, Lisa $257.27
Rogers, Justin R. $41,353.72
Rogers, Shannon L. $31,457.56
Rosa, Suzette M. $30,525.33
Rose, Lisa G. $41,042.30
Row, Elise D. $40,023.96
Roy, Ann Marie  $26,073.78
Roy, Jason M. $237.50
Royce, Melissa S. $37,545.93
Russo, Chris L. $108,956.00
Ryan, Brianne I. $158.28
Ryan, Candice $29,839.62
Ryan, Christopher $1,000.00
Ryan, Cindy K. $18,369.47
Ryan, Lawrence J. $3,480.00
Ryan, Wendy R. $16,376.23
Safford, Liza J. $32,564.85
Safford, Randy A. $33,371.35
Sahagian, Eileen T. $50,293.54
Sampson, Marina C. $46,372.54
Sanborn, Rebecca L. $55,504.37
Sanborn, Roberta E. $32,742.83
Sanfacon, Heather Q. $31,408.66
Sardinha, Alexandra E. $2,279.70
Sardinha, Virginia V. $29,365.47
Saucier, Brett W. $45,428.00
Savage, Alane P. $1,600.00
Saverese, Colleen E. $21,441.73
Schaeffer, Astrida E. $10.00
Schaubhut, Michelle R. $60,278.52
Schindler, Katherine $14,425.00
Schwab, Caroline S. $46,372.54
Schwartz, Barbara A. $24,206.85
Seger, Ann C. $40.00
Seibert, Jamie L. $8,832.35
Serra, Daniel J. $6,543.60
Sewell, Carol M. $3,691.18
Shaheen, Michelle A. $8,160.00
Shannon, Molly K. $2,850.00
Sharkey, Christina P. $83,334.88
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Shaw Jr Robert $60,798.45
Shaw, Kevin $511.98
Shea, Kathleen A. $70.00
Shepherd, Elizabeth $58,064.04
Shibles, Patricia M. $28,653.61
Shorey, Brian J. $61,877.36
Shutt, Kelli J. $2,495.34
Sibley, Juli $727.79
Sigouin, Carolyne L. $12,701.44
Sigouin, Nicole $872.29
Silberman, Jessica K. $44,659.43
Silver, Erin E. $4,098.84
Silver, Michelle L. $26,089.13
Simard, Nancy A. $90,204.06
Sirois, Erica L. $23,204.65





Smith, Geri Lynn  $500.00
Smith, Jill G. $6,662.50
Smith, Julianne L. $42,893.31
Smith, Kelly L. $200.00
Smith, Kimberly A. $31,984.18
Smith, Lisa D. $18,139.40
Smith, Lynda M. $30,547.19
Smith, Marjory K. $63,577.75
Smith, Michelle M. $9,655.54
Smith, Nicole M. $54,600.57
Snider, Diane $3,116.72
Sorrell, Sloane $34,189.56
Spinney, Tiffany A. $1,280.00
Sprague, David W. $61,125.76
Sprague, Jennifer L. $64,077.75
Springer, Brianne W. $39,811.28
St  Germain Jana $61,575.76
St Pierre Sharon $11,871.51
St. Laurent, Matthew $7,137.31
Stevens, Kora $13,470.29
Stevens, Melanie L. $38,062.63
Stevens, Shelly L. $31,146.68
Stokes, Rita A. $26,388.46
Storer, Karen A. $53,559.92
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Stowell, Sarah $49,930.08
Strange, Ingrid K. $44,752.79
Street, Shawna R. $37,915.58
Strehle, Gail F. $10,135.00
Sullivan, John W. $24,982.10
Sun, Yuhong $74,811.81
Sutherland, Laura D. $23,348.37
Swiger, Shannon B. $82,843.00
Tache, Michelle L. $38,976.90
Talbot, Megan $5,150.00
Talon, Kimberly A. $21,755.02
Tarr, Stephanie J. $58,065.53
Taylor, Sharon L. $61,530.50
Temm, Donna J. $31,631.13
Texeira, Pamela A. $63,577.75
Theriault, Casey A. $450.00
Theriault, Penny A. $26,652.99
Therrien, Bonnie L. $872.71
Thompson, Cassandra M. $50,985.48
Thompson, Elizabeth A. $1,320.00
Thompson, Sharon A. $48,900.54
Thyng, Adele L. $12,336.04
Thyng, Christine P. $56,162.43
Tibbetts, Alisa $17,119.16
Tibbetts, Nicole A. $44,067.19
Titus, John H. $34,705.37
Tomberlin, Haley $360.00
Torno, June A. $26,816.71
Towne, Merideth J. $25,966.98
Trafton, Susan $63,877.75
Travers, Robert M. $70.00
Tufts, Kaitlyn C. $240.00
Tufts, Karen L. $66,399.69
Turnbull, Tamey L. $20,681.96
Tweed, Rhonda A. $23,054.30
Tyler, Heather $51,046.36
Upton, Jennifer $7,479.26
Vachon, Paul L. $39,978.08
Vakalis, Ginny L. $65,255.76
Valenti, Susan $32,585.84
Valhos, Lisa R. $50,237.93
Van Campe Denise $95,553.64
Van Dissell, Kristen $2,137.75
Vancour, Kathy L. $51,976.02
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Vandenberg, Joela T. $63,577.75
Veit, Karen J. $49,247.54
Veno, Katrina $1,050.00
Verissimo, Emily L. $47,903.69
Vermette, Patricia A. $1,337.00
Vezina, Cassie C. $42,473.95
Vigneault, Wendy R. $28,278.40
Vine-Gochie, Susan J. $34,699.51
Violette, Shelley J. $53,642.74
Vitale, Stephen J. $2,723.21
Voishnis, Mallory K. $24,530.16
Vose, Ralph H. $41,734.58
Voter, Kathleen L. $64,479.25
Vulner, Angela E. $45,719.27
Wakefield, Miranda M. $53,712.38
Walker, Sarah J. $15,550.20
Wall, Nancy J. $61,125.76
Wallingford, Dominique M. $28,334.38
Wallingford, Maureen L. $19,450.66
Ward, Karen A. $4,278.92
Ward, Maghen $39,845.28
Warner, Kelly A. $55,749.72
Watson, Aaron $31,897.69
Watson, Brandon J. $2,390.00
Watson, Kimberlee $800.00
Webber, Jamie R. $49,312.42
Wentworth, Marleah R. $2,850.00
West, Sarah C. $43,050.55
Wheeler, Denise R. $21,052.01
Wheeler, Margaret A. $160.00
White, Kirsten $23,079.31
White, Marisa K. $9,139.35
White, Tristan $18,998.44
Whitehead, Rachel A. $46,622.54
Whiting, John A. $1,140.00
Whitley, Vickie H. $1,200.00
Whitney, Brenna J. $45,148.70
Whitten, Carol A. $61,625.76
Whitten, Tracy F. $62,130.76
Wilbur, Jared S. $20,463.15
Williams, Amanda L. $41,221.04




Winkler, Renee' M. $5,860.94
Winship, Fannie-Lynn $30,729.08
Winship, Floyd W. $14,215.50
Winship, Nicole K. $38,441.48
Winsor, Tyler $85,262.22
Winter, Laura K. $45,033.26
Wirth, Michelle $3,598.84
Wiswell, Alyssa M. $360.00
Wolterbeek, Tatyana N. $1,425.00
Woodhead, Barbara E. $800.00
Woodward, Tina C. $30,410.60
Wurtz, Leighanne M. $50,362.34
Zachko, Andrew L. $40,530.56




Vndr Name YTD Amount
0160 Abbott Hill Tree Service 4,200.00
0962 Advantage Fuel 3,417.52
0562 Allen, Georgie 247.13
1090 American Red Cross 250.00
0050 American Security Alarm, Inc. 880.00
0353 Animal Welfare Society, Inc. 3,675.00
0101 Arrow International Inc 119.00
0700 Ash Cove Construction 15,550.00
0645 Ashlei Goulet 676.00
0636 Atlantic  Broadband 4,187.95
0389 Atlantic Partners EMS, Inc. 1,441.00
0638 Autotronics LLC 65.56
1074 BARNES & NOBLE INC 273.22
0493 BEK Inc. 4,710.25
0137 Bernstein Shur 9,855.91
0563 Bill Mackinnon 7,650.00
0396 Bob Frizzell General Contractor Inc 11,705.00
0712 Boston Fire Gear 2,962.45
0061 Boucher, Joshua 27,770.00
0084 Boucher, Thomas 9,959.00
0054 Bound Tree Medical, LLC 3,294.31
0007 Bourque & Clegg LLC 2,653.72
0592 Brown Industrial Group 3,600.00
0701 C.R. Kendrick 685.80
0963 Canon Solutions America, Inc. 2,315.31
0251 Caring Unlimited 1,809.00
0263 Central Maine Power 19,445.76
0089 Central Tire Company 2,516.08
1072 Chadwick - BaRoss 5,923.64
0117 City of Rochester 1,680.00
0851 City of Sanford 37,681.95
0693 Clark Heavy Equipment 50,000.00
1037 Colby, Walter 32,720.00
0550 Colton Property Maintenance 9,090.00
0410 Comstar 6,754.85
0145 Demco 213.05
0894 DHHS Service Center A/R 389.20
0699 Donald Leuchs 44.35
0264 Dover Motor Mart FM Inc. 11,403.43
0044 Downeast Energy 715.83
0452 DrummondWoodsum 51,879.73
1022 Election Systems & Software 1,777.04
0465 Eliminator, Inc. 4,014.09
0576 Emergency Medical  Products, INC 6,098.91
0956 Emergency Services Marketing Corp. 660.00
0583 F.R. Carroll Inc. 165,880.59
0950 Fail Safe Testing, Inc. 3,340.00
0681 Fall Road Tree Works, LLC 7,200.00
0320 Fisk, Dale 128.40
0726 Forest Pump & Filter Company 905.00
0332 Funtown Splashtown USA 2,400.00
0245 Generator Connection Inc 1,664.77
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0431 Gerrish, Douglas 8,700.00
0730 Gerrish, Scott 20,548.50
0651 Gerrish, Scott 49.97
0226 Gilpatrick Property Service 6,842.50
0683 Gordon Deschaine 2,630.00
0652 Gorrill Palmer 9,777.46
0016 Goulet's Sales and Service 2,769.28
0603 Granite State Minerals, Inc. 70,708.77
0639 Hannaford Bros. CO., LLC 321.44
0258 Harlow III, Richard A 420.07
0231 Harris Computer Systems 19,723.56
0688 Harris, Carol 677.00
0720 Harrison Shrader Enterprises 6,472.75
0789 Higgins Corp 113.10
0643 HUB International New England 617.00
0232 Hygrade Business Group, Inc. 2,663.68
0569 Image Trend, Inc. 350.00
0517 Industrial Protection Services, LLC 4,459.25
0128 Interstate Soils, Inc. 3,696.00
0451 Isaac Howes 150.00
0143 J&S Masonry 7,772.66
0674 Jacklyn Colwell 59.95
0370 Jordan Miles 237.62
0093 JS Marine & Vinyl Works 1,480.00
0682 Kaeser & Blair Incorporated 184.16
0690 Kids Free to Grow 250.00
0228 Kinney, Mary 1,109.89
0219 Lake Region Fire Apparatus 143.82
0703 Lynne Davis-Gilmore 246.25
0936 Mackinnon & Sons Excavating 7,790.00
1041 Main Line Fence 2,600.00
0969 Maine Building Officials and 255.00
0214 Maine Fire Chiefs' Association 95.00
0031 Maine Municipal Association 831.00
0065 Maine Municipal Employees Health Tr 46,630.52
0157 Maine Secretary of State 789.00
0060 Maine State Treasurer 3,346.25
0788 Maine State Treasurer 495.00
0124 Maine State Treasurer 34,311.82
0662 Maine Veterinary Medical Center 125.00
0870 Maine Welfare Directors Association 125.00
0074 MainePERS 28,261.59
0630 Martin, Phil 2,294.00
0325 Mathews, Shirley 150.31
0613 McDonough, Steven 2,547.76
1094 Melanson Heath 3,500.00
0040 MEMIC 13,130.25
0585 Merrill, Steven 138.43
0697 MMTA Services, INC 112.53
0156 MMTCTA 295.00
0659 Motorola Solutions, INC. 1,421.31
0015 MSAD # 60 3,529,310.50
0717 MSAD 60 Backpack Program 250.00
0008 MTCCA 469.00
0097 National Fire Protection Assoc. 667.69
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0261 Neault, Roger 62.98
0541 NeoFunds 4,195.20
0546 Neopost USA Inc 101.58
0678 New Hampshire, State of 100.00
0785 New Hampsire Department of Safety 130.00
0722 North Berwick Food Pantry 400.00
0669 North Berwick Rescue Inc. 500.00
0846 North Coast Services, LLC 203.16
0728 Northeast Emergency Apparatus LLC 666.00
0547 Oak Grove Spring Water INC. 91.00
0568 Overhead Door Company of Portsmouth 1,487.00
0649 Ozone Savers 1,654.00
0499 P. Gagnon & Sons, Inc. 9,011.12
0311 Patch, Robert 37.20
1054 Philbrick, Paul 40.25
0132 Pike Industries 4,442.64
1069 Polletta, Marcy 975.68
0657 Pordon, Marybeth 355.80
0709 Poulin Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram 4,751.00
0203 Protection One Alarm 803.44
0668 ReadyRefresh by Nestle 230.58
0012 Registry of Deeds 5,000.00
0646 Reporting Systems Inc. 2,889.00
0676 Richer, Leo E. 3,833.25
0994 S.U.R. CONSTRUCTION INC. 1,586.78
0108 Sanborn, Rodney 8,250.00
0647 Sanel NAPA 456.75
0507 Sanford Fire Department 375.00
0059 Sanford Radiator 3,230.31
0301 Seacoast Media Group 451.90
0080 Seacoast Redicare 1,143.00
1051 SECRETARY OF STATE 641,612.60
0260 Shorey, James 19,820.00
0294 Shredding On Site, Inc. 120.00
0454 SMCC/MFSI 400.00
1063 SMHC WorkWell Occupational Health 937.00
0423 SMPDC 2,285.00
0680 So. ME. Veterans Memorial Cemetery 1,000.00
0099 Southern Maine Agency on Aging 2,000.00
0095 Southern Maine Communication 18,145.16
0319 Southern Maine Tool & Equipment 4,421.89
0711 Specialty Vehicles, Inc. 233,309.00
0705 Stacie Gillespie 93.08
0205 Staples 134.49
0829 Stryker Sales Corp 3,441.74
0010 STS, Inc. 67,679.02
0309 T & M Landscape LLC 1,425.00
0905 Teamsters Local Union No. 340 216.00
0713 The LifeFlight Foundation 500.00
0719 The Ryan Home Project 250.00
0489 Town of Kittery 50.00
0783 Town of Lyman 200.00
0548 TPPA 5,000.00
0434 Treasurer State of Maine 300.00
0116 Treasurer, County of York 286,098.92
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1052 TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE 220.00
0070 Treasurer, State of Maine 1,139.00
0445 United Training Center 10,090.00
0698 Valerie Andrick 73.76
1012 VERIZON WIRELESS 1,547.43
0982 Warren's Office Supplies 2,185.17
0882 Warren's Property Maintenance 11,930.00
0039 Waste Management 169,858.86
0554 Weirs Buick GMC 76.90
0034 Welch's Hardware 1,207.34
0286 Wex Bank 7,475.32
0411 William Woods 75.00
0637 Witmer Public Safety Group 652.07
0993 YORK COUNTY COMMINITY ACTION 4,005.00
0514 York County Shelter Programs, Inc. 1,500.00
0337 Yorks Wild Animal Kingdom 2,977.00






          County of York Commissioners Office 
 
After serving as your County Commissioner for twelve years and Chairperson of the Board for eleven years, I am 
reporting to you for the last time.  I wish to thank you all for your continued support during my years as County 
Commissioner. 
The County is committed to recognizing community service in York County towns and cities and held the third 
Spirit of America awards ceremony in November.  Twenty nine citizens and/or organizations were recognized 
for their commitment to their communities and volunteerism. If in your town you have someone to nominate 
please contact Bruce Flaherty at bwflah@gmail.com 
York County continues to be a partner in the Food Pantry and the Child Advocacy Center of York County 
including providing space for each entity. 
The county commissioners approved the funding to support the Layman Way Recovery Center. After two years 
of collaborative planning it opened in May of 2018. There have been graduates from the program who will now 
receive after care treatment and who have obtained employment.  
 
YC EMA hosted their annual Emergency Management Open House in September 2018. The Life Flight helicopter 
made a visit and there were many educational booths illustrating the various resources available in York 
County.  
York County EMA started a UAS (Unmanned Aerial System) / Drone program to assist Towns and Local 
Responders with Search and Rescue and other response needs during emergencies in the spring of 2017 and to 
date have provided Local Communities with 27 live assistance missions.  
And just recently, the county commissioners approved a plan to start offering medical recovery to inmates at 
the York County Jail through ENSO Recovery. 
 













February 5, 2019 




To the Community we serve: 
The Maine State Police-Troop A, is located at 502 Waterboro Road in Alfred, Maine.  The State Police 
barracks consists of a troop commander, three sergeants, three corporals, one troop detective and ten 
troopers who provide law enforcement services for five towns in York County (Alfred, Dayton, Hollis, 
Lebanon and Lyman).  Lieutenant Ross was the Internal Affairs / Professional Standards Sergeant prior to 
his promotion.  He has been with the State Police over 16 years where he patrolled and worked as a 
detective in York County for the first half of his career.  Lieutenant Ross had previously served with the 
Portland Police Department and the New York City Police Department. 
Also within the confines of the Troop A barracks are detectives with the Maine State Police Major 
Crimes Unit, Maine Warden Service and the Maine Fire Marshal’s Office.  All members of the Troop 
work closely with these units to provide assistance and support when needed.   
The State Police bring several other resources to the law enforcement and public safety platform for the 
town of Lebanon and surrounding communities.  The State Police Specialty Teams are the best in the 
state and include a Tactical Team, Evidence Response Team, Underwater Recovery Team, Bomb Team, 
Air Wing, Canine Team, Crisis Negotiation Team and the Incident Management Team (handle large scale 
events).  In addition to Specialty Teams the State Police Commercial Vehicle Unit has several Troopers 
assigned to the York County area which will assist patrol units when necessary. 
During 2018 the State Police covered a total of 2282 calls for service in Lebanon.  This is an increase of 






In general, the overall trend in criminal activity for Lebanon is relatively flat, this is attributed to the 
methodology conducted by Troop A to reduce crime and disorder activity.  The area of most concern is 
the opioid epidemic that is afflicting New England including the State of Maine.  We are seeing more 
serious drug violations and are expecting there will be continued problems in this area.  Fortunately, the 
attention this issue is receiving from our state and national representatives should assist with our 
collective efforts to combat this recent threat to our communities.  
Troop A could augment patrol coverage for Lebanon during 2018 with the use of special traffic details 
for OUI, distracted driving, seatbelt, and speed enforcement.  We also continued to partner with our 
surrounding police agencies to assure that collaboration and information sharing is maintained as an 
important part of our investigative and preventative efforts for Lebanon.      
The Town of Lebanon should also be aware that Troop A now has two canine officers, three troopers on 
the State Police Tactical Team, one drug recognition technician, one negotiator and one firearm 
instructor.  We also have a number of troopers that are highly skilled in a number of other areas not the 
least of which is crisis intervention for persons suffering from mental illness.          
During 2018 the State Police, Troop A – continued to work with the Selectpersons, community and 
businesses of Lebanon to assure several annual events were conducted in a safe, successful manner.  
The collaboration with all entities involved is a good example of assuring the public’s safety through 
cooperation and community partnerships.  Working together will assure the upcoming year will reflect 
our best efforts to keep Lebanon safe.                            
Should anyone have questions regarding this report or any other related activity for the Town of 
Lebanon please feel free to contact us at Maine State Police - Troop A, 502 Waterboro Road, Alfred, 
Maine,  04002 or by calling 207-324-1150. 
Submitted by: 
Lt. William Ross 
Troop Commander 
Maine State Police 
Troop A 
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It was the highest honor of my life to take the oath of office to become Maine’s 75th governor. 
Over the next four years, I will do everything in my power to make Maine the safe, beautiful, 
prosperous state we all want for our children and grandchildren. 
 
That is why on my first day in office I directed the Maine Department of Health and Human 
Services to implement Medicaid expansion as quickly and efficiently as possible. My 
Administration will ensure that it is paid for sustainably; that the cost of health insurance is 
controlled; and that the cost of prescription drugs is reined in. In addition to creating a Director 
of Opiate Response to marshal the collective power and resources of state government to stem 
the tide of the opioid epidemic, we will make Narcan widely available, increase access to 
medication assisted treatment and recovery coaches, and expand drug courts. 
 
We also need a healthy environment. My Administration will embrace clean energy; change our 
modes of transportation; weatherize homes and businesses; and reach a goal of 50 percent of our 
energy coming from Maine renewable resources. By reducing the impacts of climate change, we 
will create good-paying jobs, preserve our environment, and protect our state’s farming, fishing, 
and forestry industries. 
 
We will also develop a world-class workforce starting with Pre-K for every 4-year-old in Maine 
and more post-high school options that result in a valued credential. Attracting talented young 
people to move here and make Maine their home will be top priorities of my Administration. 
 
Maine communities, especially rural communities, are confronting a severe workforce shortage 
and an aging and declining population. It is time for bold, dynamic ideas that will change Maine 
for the better. That is why I, along with people ranging from small business owners, innovators 
and entrepreneurs, to economists and every day, hard-working Mainers, developed an economic 
plan designed to make it easier for small businesses to grow, for people to come and stay, and for 
Maine to thrive. 
 
I welcome your ideas. We are all in this together. We all want Maine to have a beautiful 




Janet T. Mills 
Governor 
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PAUL R. LEPAGE  
 
GOVERNOR 
Dear Citizens of Maine:  
For the past eight years as your Governor, my priority has been to make Maine prosperous. I am proud 
to say that my administration has had some success, but there is more that can be done. 
 
Mainers experienced strong, record-setting economic growth in 2018, setting so many new records: a 
record-high number of employers; a record-high number of private-sector jobs; record-high revenues for 
the state; record-low unemployment; and the fastest net-earnings growth in New England. Our poverty 
rate declined to the lowest since 2005 with the fewest number of children in poverty in 17 years. 
Maine’s future is the brightest it has been in decades: there’s more new businesses, more money in your 
paycheck, and better opportunities for our children. And that’s what it’s all about: the future of our state. 
 
We have brought stability to state finances and implemented pro-business, pro-growth policies across 
state government. The incoming administration is taking on a state government that is vastly 
improved—both structurally and financially—from the one I inherited. Therefore, I have suggested to 
the new administration that now is the time to cut taxes by an additional 20 percent.  
 
My administration lowered taxes by 20 percent for more than half-a-million Mainers. Cutting taxes for 
our families has proven to be an excellent policy decision. Despite this cut, we are seeing higher revenue 
in almost every tax category—sales and use tax, individual income tax, and corporate income tax. We 
must always remember that the revenue we receive in taxes is due to the hard work of Maine’s people. 
Democrats stated they want to use surplus money to fully fund revenue sharing at 5 percent, rather than 
the 2 percent the towns have received for the past 6 years. However, there is no guarantee your local 
government will cut your property taxes by one penny—never mind dollar-for-dollar—if revenue 
sharing is increased. 
 
The people of Maine and the municipal balance sheets would be better off if the state cut income taxes 
and allowed municipalities to collect property taxes or service fees from non-profits to supplement the 
local property taxes. Everyone should contribute to the operation of local community governments.  
 
I encourage you to pay attention to what happens in your municipality and in Augusta. So many good 
people have worked much too hard to achieve our current prosperity. We must avoid letting politicians 




Paul R. LePage  
Governor 
 




          129th Legislature 
         Senate of 
       Maine     
    Senate District 34 
 
  Senator Robert A. Foley 
3 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0003 
 (207) 287-1505  




Annual Report to the Town of Lebanon 
A message from Senator Robert Foley 
 
Dear Friends and Neighbors: 
 
Let me begin by thanking you for the opportunity you have given me to serve you in the Maine 
Legislature. It has been an honor working as a State Representative over the last four years and I am 
humbled by the opportunity to be your voice in the Maine Senate. I will continue to work tirelessly on 
your behalf, making sure that your interests are heard and well represented in Augusta.  
 
This past legislative session proved to be the longest in recent memory. After dealing with a number of 
major policy matters, we finally adjourned September 13.  
 
Perhaps the most significant action the Legislature took last year was the passage of tax conformity. 
Failing to conform would have been a nightmare for businesses as well as for low-income and elderly 
Mainers. Maine would have lost $37 million in one-time repatriated revenue that the state would never 
have gotten back. Due to the Legislature’s action and willingness to work together on the passage of tax 
conformity, Maine tax filers were unharmed by this policy change.  
 
The 129th Legislature has many challenges of its own. The top priorities this session include finding a way 
to provide affordable and accessible healthcare to all Mainers, tackling the opioid crisis, education reform 
and funding, and lowering property taxes. I hope the Legislature can come together to tackle the difficult 
issues facing our state, and as always, I am ready to help.  
 
You have my sincere thanks for allowing me to represent you in Augusta. Please feel free to contact me at 
(207) 287-1505 or robert.foley@legislature.maine.gov if you have comments, questions or if you would 





Robert A. Foley 









Dear Friends and Neighbors: 
I would first like to thank the residents of Lebanon for electing me to be your State 
Representative. It is a responsibility I will take seriously and I look forward to servicing in the 
129th Legislature. Currently, the State of Maine is facing many critical issues that will require 
thoughtful action.   
I will be proudly serving on the Taxation Committee, which reviews legislative proposals 
involving many important topics such as; Bureau of Revenue Services and State Board of 
Property Tax Review; state and local taxes; tax exemptions and credits; tax expenditure review; 
taxpayer relief programs; property valuation and assessment; tax increment financing; 
municipal revenue sharing; taxation of unorganized territories; and tree growth and other 
current use tax issues. 
The most rewarding component of serving as your State Representative is helping my 
constituents navigate the bureaucracy that is Maine State Government. Should you ever find 
yourself in need of assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me via e-mail at 
Theodore.Kryzak@legislature.maine.gov or feel free to call me anytime at 608-5724. If you 
would like to be added to my email update list, you can do so by emailing me directly with your 
request. 
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It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate.  I am grateful for the trust the people of our state have placed in 
me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from this past year.  
As Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, I worked to help ensure the well-being of our seniors.  The Senior$afe Act I 
authored became law last year and is empowering banks, credit unions, and other financial institutions to better protect seniors 
from financial fraud.  
 
Following extensive committee investigations of prescription drug pricing, additional legislation I crafted became law, ending 
the egregious practice of pharmacy “gag clauses” that prevented pharmacists from informing patients on how to pay the lowest 
possible price. 
 
This year, I was also successful in securing an extra $425 million for Alzheimer’s research—the largest funding increase 
ever—bringing the total to $2.34 billion.  Additionally, the bipartisan BOLD Act I authored will create public health 
infrastructure to combat Alzheimer’s by promoting education, early diagnosis, and improved care management.  
 
More than 40 million Americans—including 178,000 Mainers—are caregivers for parents, spouses, children, and other loved 
ones with disabilities or illnesses, such as Alzheimer’s.  The RAISE Family Caregivers Act I authored was signed into law last 
year, giving caregivers more resources and training to better balance the full-time job of caregiving. Another law I wrote will 
help grandparents who are raising grandchildren, largely due to the opioid addiction crisis. 
 
In addition to helping seniors, a major accomplishment over the past year is the increased federal investment in biomedical 
research that is leading to progress in the fight against numerous devastating diseases. Congress has boosted funding for the 
National Institutes of Health by $7 billion in just the last three years, bringing total funding to more than $39 billion. 
  
One of my highest priorities as Chairman of the Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee is to improve our nation’s 
crumbling infrastructure and ensure that Maine’s needs are addressed.  Since the Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage 
Development (BUILD) Transportation Grants program, formerly known as TIGER, was established in 2009, I have secured 
$160 million for vital transportation projects throughout Maine. 
 
Congress also delivered a Farm Bill last year, which includes many important provisions that will help the agriculture industry 
in Maine and across the country.  Specifically, I secured provisions that will strengthen support for young farmers, improve 
local farm-to-market efforts, and increase funding for organic research. 
  
Congress took decisive action to address the opioid addiction epidemic. In addition to appropriating $8.5 billion in federal 
funding last year, Congress enacted the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act, a comprehensive package that embraces 
the multipronged approach I have long advocated for this epidemic: prevention, treatment, recovery, and enforcement to stop 
drug trafficking.  
  
Maine plays a key role in ensuring a strong national defense.  In 2018, Congress provided funding for five ships to be built at 
Bath Iron Works, which will help to keep our nation safe and provide our skilled shipbuilders a steady job.  I also secured more 
than $162 million for infrastructure projects at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard to support their important work to overhaul Navy 
submarines. 
                                                                  
A Maine value that always guides me is our unsurpassed work ethic.  In December 2018, I cast my 6,834th consecutive vote, 
continuing my record of never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service began in 1997. 
I appreciate the opportunity to serve Maine in the United States Senate.  If ever I can be of assistance to you, please contact one 
of my state offices or visit my website at www.collins.senate.gov.  May 2019 be a good year for you, your family, your 





Susan M. Collins  




American Legion Lebanon Post 214 
Veterans Serving Veterans, Our Community and Country 
The American Legion Post 214 of Lebanon, Maine was formed and received a 
charter in 2007. We continue to seek out and encourage local veterans to join us in 
continuing to serve by supporting other veterans and our local community. We currently 
have a post membership of about 50 members. There are many more eligible veterans 
in town and the surrounding area. We hold our meetings at 6:30 pm, the second 
Wednesday of every month, in the function hall, at the First Parish Congregational 
Church, at the top of the hill on Center Road. If there are any veterans that wish to join 
the post, they should contact one of our legion members to discuss eligibility 
requirements and to assist them in joining. Our organization is dedicated to assisting 
veterans and making a positive contribution in our community. We have been involved 
in town activities from Memorial Day Ceremonies to Veterans Day events and many 
other events throughout the years. Post 214, with the assistance of the Historical 
Society, helps with the upkeep and places American flags on Veteran’s graves in all of 
Lebanon Cemeteries. We also serve as a collection point for old unserviceable U.S. 
Flags to ensure they are disposed of respectfully. Flag collection boxes are located in 
the town office and the post office. 
Post 214 has an active role in the Lebanon community by supporting local sport 
teams and youth organizations. We are the sponsor organization for several Scouting 
organizations in town. Some other examples of our involvement are the ‘Trunk of Treat’ 
event, where candy is given out at Halloween and donations to the town office for those 
in need during Thanksgiving and Christmas. We are also involved in town cemetery 
projects, where cemeteries are cleaned of debris. In order to support some of these 
events, the post has to raise funds. We hold yard sales and raffles from time to time. 
The post uses the CLYNK program where we collect returnable cans and bottles; these 
funds are used for veteran in need as well as other post needs. Additionally, the post 
has started an Air Rifle Marksmanship Club, where post members can practice 
marksmanship, enjoy friendly competition and comradery. 
If you are interested in joining our post, or would simply want to learn more about 
the American Legion and its presence in our community, please call me or one of the 
post officers or members. The present officers of Post 214 are Commander James Cray, 
1st Vice Commander Steve Wanager, Adjunct Gerry Kibbey, Finance Office Ronald 
Boardman, Service Officer Rene Doiron, Chaplain William Neal, and Sargent-at-Arms 
Faye Brewster. Post 214 can be reached via mail at P.O. Box 176, Lebanon, Maine 
04027                                                                           
    James Cray 
  Commander 
 
78
First Parish Congregational Church Food Pantry 
P. O. Box 157, Lebanon, Maine 04027 





Donations of non-perishable food and personal care items such 
as shampoo, toothbrushes/paste, etc. are greatly appreciated! 
(Thanks to Lebanon Post Office for hosting a drop box in their Lobby!) 
 
For those in need of assistance please contact  
Pastor Bob Andrews 207-651-5506 or Lorrie Lovely 207-651-8768   
or e-mail us at 1stparishlebanon@gmail.com 
We are located at the corner of Center Road and Jim Grant Road. 
We are grateful to all who are taking part in this much needed 
work in our community, through food donations and financial 
support! 
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